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Foreword by the Managing Director
Dear Shareholder,
With the publication of the report for the financial year of 2019, I would like to take this opportunity to
update you on both the development and status of the business. We have had a period of transition in
the financial year 2019, which has resulted in moving away from old partnerships and developing new
commercial relationships and technologies.
Highlights of the current financial year include:
•

Development work for the Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital Management Co (“Hospital
Management Coi”) concluded. As per the license agreement the Hospital Management Co had
agreed to deliver a minimum number of users for the products developed by Aladdin. The
Hospital Management Co were not able to meet any of the agreed user numbers outlined in
the license agreement therefore management decided not to pursue the project any further.

•

In 2019 the company has raised a total of €1.509.329 in loan financing from existing investors.

•

In May 2019, the company signed a partnership agreement with The Norwegian Centre On
Healthy Ageing (NO-Age). NO-Age and Aladdin have agreed to collaborate bringing
improvements to people who have ageing-related chronic diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), cardiovascular diseases, and diabetes. The parties will focus on the following
three specific areas, which will enable the development of superior artificial intelligence
diagnosis toolkits for early disease detection, clinical trials and research and development for
key compounds, with a view to new drug and treatment discovery:
o

to develop mitophagy targeted biomarkers for AD with artificial intelligence assistance;

o

to develop a machine learning platform for the detection and analysis of NAD+, to
speed up the clinical trial and drug discovery process;

o

to develop a screening and early diagnostic tool for AD using artificial intelligence with
tabular data, retina images, brain CT and MRI images, quizzes and IoT recorded
walking path data.

This partnership is a relevant development for the company and management looks forward to
combining Aladdin’s technological expertise with NO-Age’s medical experience, to confront
Alzheimer’s disease. The partnership brings together a combination of world-class doctors,
scientists, artificial intelligence engineers from leading medical and research institutes. Both
parties view the partnership as a fundamental forward step to achieve the end goal of
accelerating medical research and transforming patient care.
•

In May 2019, Aladdin appointed six leading scientific and healthcare professionals to its
scientific advisory board. This consists of global leaders from the areas of neurology,
Alzheimer’s, mitophagy, cardiology and drug discovery. The profiles of our scientific board
members can be found on our website at https://aladdinid.com/team/

•

In June 2019, Aladdin completed the development of a Health Assessment Platform for our
partners in India, Our Health Mate (OHM). The platform can assess the risk of diabetes of
patients in India once they have entered information regarding their health. The platform was
built using 650,000 anonymised individual medical reports and 75,000 processed database
records, consisting of patients' blood tests such as lipid profile, liver function and complete
blood count. These reports also contain doctor assessments of the patient's record giving us a
professionally labelled dataset. This rich set of blood tests gives Aladdin the ability to assess a
variety of cardiovascular diseases, as well diabetes and kidney related diseases which strongly
correlated to a healthy heart. With the close partnership with OHM, Aladdin can build on this
dataset with a continued stream of medical records creating an increasingly substantial and
well-rounded health profile of patients. The quantity and variety of patients and raw medical
records give Aladdin a unique position in the Indian health market with the potential of extending
this to including everyday data such as wearables.

•

In July 2019 Aladdin entered into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Imperial
Institute of Advanced Technology (IIAT). IIAT has been established by a team of royal
academicians and professors from Imperial College London and Royal Brompton Hospital. It is
a new research and development institute engaging the international exchange and
cooperation in science and technology, Chinese-European technology transfer, and research
in medical imaging technology. It is also committed to bringing human resources, technologies,
projects in the field of healthcare from Europe to China and promoting them in China. The MOU
enables Aladdin to host and open its greater China office from a leading science park in
Hangzhou China home to multiple unicorn technology companies. The MOU also acts as a
prelude to a contractual partnership that will enable Aladdin to jointly develop artificial
intelligence healthcare applications, artificial intelligence software toolkits for drug discovery,
fast track Chinese Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) applications. This was then
formalised into a software development agreement later in July where, IIAT will provide AI
software development and consultancy services to Aladdin. IIAT will provide an elastic
development and consulting team to achieve the development needs upon Aladdin’s request.

•

In December 2019, Aladdin co-published a scientific paper on artificial intelligence to target
Ageing, in the ‘Mechanisms of Ageing and Development’ journal within Science Direct by
Elsevier, the paper titled, ‘The NAD+-mitophagy axis in healthy longevity and in artificial
intelligence-based clinical applications’, delves into the concept that NAD+ could hold the key
to early diagnosis and delay of neurodegenerative diseases

As outlined before Aladdin was engaged by the Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital Management Co to
develop a patient and doctor application, supported by blockchain technologies with artificial intelligence
driven software to be added in the future. Therefore, once the terms of the license were not upheld by
the Hospital Management Co, we made the decision to reposition the focus of the business. Since that
point we have built an artificial intelligence and data science development team and a scientific advisory

board. These individuals bring extensive healthcare networks and partners that give Aladdin credibility
within healthcare industry. As evidenced by other healthcare technology companies, the successful
completion of ‘prototype software products’ leads to a substantial uplift in the value of the company,
Aladdin aims to do this over the 2020 financial year.
Berlin,
Wade Menpes-Smith
Managing Director
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*Source DGAP News
In 2019, global stock markets experienced significant growth after the poor performance in the second
half of 2018. The US markets were up 18%, Europe 13% and China jumped 20%, which is significant
especially when factoring in it has given back 5% since the trade tensions erupted again in early May.
There were two drivers behind this.
One was China implementing monetary and fiscal stimulus for its $14 trillion economy. The second
has been the change of direction by the Federal Reserve which has hinted it will cut U.S. interest
rates for the first time since the financial crisis. German Bunds - had their best H1 in two years,
making roughly 5.5% as the European Central Bank has reversed course too. The yield on 10-year
debt dropped below zero percent for the first time since 2016 in March and has since scored record
lows (*Source Reuters).

Aladdin SE experienced a decline in share price over the 2019. The share opened the year at €18.00,
initially rising to a high of €23.00 in January before closing on June 30, 2019 at €8.95. The share then
declined further over the remainder of 2019 closing on December 31, 2019 at €5.50. Management
believes the volatility in the stock is a result of the small volumes that are traded, due to most of the
ownership remaining with the founders. Therefore, even small trades have a significant impact on the
share price. The share was clearly impacted by the company going through a period of repositioning
of the business plan which led to a decline in investor confidence.

Equity Research
At present, Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE was not covered by research companies in 2019 as
the company did not have a budget to provide Investor Research, we have since signed a mandate
with First Berlin Equity Research, to cover the company in 2020.

Investor Relations
The objective of Aladdin’s Investor Relations work is to achieve a fair stock valuation on the capital
market. In the year ending 31/12/2019, we accomplished this through continuous and transparent
dialogue with all market participants as well as by delivering precise valuation-relevant information.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
of
ALADDIN HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES SE,
Berlin
at 31 December 2019
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ALADDIN HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES SE
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
at 31 December 2019

Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investments
Other financial assets

Annexinformation
No.

31.12.19

III.A.(1)
III.A.(2)
III.A.(2)

5.463
118.152
123.615

5.757
111.310
1.569.433
1.686.500

2.356
2.356

III.A.(3)
III.A.(4)
III.A.(5)

356.120
754
356.874

15.607
107.602
109.350
232.559

9.776
9.776

480.489

1.919.059

12.132

11.450.000 11.450.000
-3.623.367 -3.623.367
-9.402.962 -6.413.102
-189.436
49.504

300.000
-299.999
-1.021.702
2.634

-1.765.765

1.463.035

-1.019.067

III.A.(10)

934.318

-

-

III.A.(9)
III.A.(10)
III.A.(11)

279.961
647.336
384.639
1.311.936

341.080
114.944
456.024

534.748
496.451
1.031.199

480.489

1.919.059

12.132

EUR

31.12.18
1.1.18
after error correction
EUR
EUR

Current assets
Trade and other receivables
Other assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Balance sheet total
Liabilities and Equity
Subscribed capital
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Other reserves

III.A.(6)
III.A.(7)
III.A.(8)
III.A.(8)

Total equity
Non-current liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade payables and other liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Provisions
Total current liabilities
Balance sheet total

1

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2019

2018 after
2019

error
correction

No.

EUR

EUR

III.B(1);II.G.(6)

-

174.492

Notes

Revenue
Other operating income
Other operating expenses

III.B.(2)
III.B.(3)

223.693
-2.033.571 -5.628.650

Impairment losses on financial assets
Financial income
Financial expenses

III.B.(4)
III.B.(5)
III.B.(5)

-1.532.169
95.261
-72.332

82.910
-20.152

Income tax income

III.B.(6)

329.258

-

Group results

-2.989.860 -5.391.400

Of this amount:
Shareholders of the parent company

-2.989.860 -5.391.400

Earnings per share
basic, based on profit attributable to ordinary
equity holders of the parent

III.B.(7)

-0,26

-0,50

diluted, based on profit attributable to ordinary
equity holders of the parent

III.B.(7)

-0,26

-0,50
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ALADDIN HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES SE

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2019
2018 after
Notes
No.
Group results

2019

error
correction

EUR

EUR

-2.989.860 -5.391.400

Other comprehensive income
Items that may be reclassified to the income
statement in the future
Change in reserve for exchange rate differences
Other comprehensive income

II.G.

-238.940

46.870

-238.940

46.870

Consolidated comprehensive income

-3.228.800 -5.344.530

Of this amount:
Shareholders of the parent company

-3.228.800 -5.344.530
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ALADDIN HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES SE
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
at 31 December 2019

Notes
Notes

No.

As of 1 January 2017
Issue of shares

Additional
Subscribed paid-in
capital
capital
EUR

EUR

EUR

III.A.(7)

III.A.(8)

III.A.(8)

-

1

-

-

Foreign Currency Translation

-

-

As of 31 December 2017
Status 1 January 2018 corrected
Cash capital increase Aladdin
Healthcare Technologies SE
Cash capital increase Aladdin
Healthcare Technologies Ltd.

II.D.

Reverse Asset Acquisition

II.D.

-

-

-

-

1

-

-47.396

-47.396
-

122

-

122

1

0

-47.396

122

-47.273

-299.999

-974.306

2.512

-971.794

300.000

-299.999

-1.021.702

2.634

-1.019.067

1.150.000

-1.150.000

-

-

112

-

-

112

-2.173.480

-

-

7.826.520

-

-5.391.400

10.000.000
-

-

Foreign Currency Translation

-

-

11.450.000

-3.623.367

Group results

-

-

Foreign Currency Translation

-

-

As of 31 December 2019

EUR

299.999

Group results
Status at 31 December 2018
corrected

Total
equity

EUR

II.D.

II.C.

Other
reserves

III.A.(6)

Group results

Error correction

Retained
earnings

11.450.000

-3.623.367

-5.391.400
-6.413.102
-2.989.860
-9.402.962

-

46.870

46.870

49.504

1.463.035

-

-2.989.860

-238.940

-238.940

-189.436

-1.765.765
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ALADDIN HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES SE
CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT
for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2019

2018 after

Operating activities

Notes

Group results before taxes
Financial results
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment of non-current assets
Expenses from reverse asset acquisition (stock exchange listing)

III.B.(4)
III.A.(1),(2),(3)

2019

error
correction

EUR

EUR

-3.319.118

-5.391.400

-22.929

-62.758

1.533.896

1.466

-

2.506.094

III.A.(11)

268.601

-245.286

+/- Decrease/increase in trade receivables and other receivables

III.A.(3);
III.A.(4)

94.403

-111.552

+/- Increase/decrease in trade payables and other liabilities

III.A.(9)

-74.321

-241.529

+/- Increase/decrease in short-term provisions

II.D

Change in net working capital:

Other non-cash transactions
Cash flows from operating activities

-239.836

1.628.067

-1.759.304

-1.916.898

Investment activities
Payments for the purchase of property, plant and equipment

III.A.(1)

-1.103

-4.947

Cash outflows for investments in financial assets

III.A.(2)

-

-170.000

Payments for the acquisition of financial instruments

III.A.(2)

Proceeds from investments in financial assets
Acquisition of a subsidiary (reverse asset acquisition)

-

-111.310

147.207

716.859

-

2.091.964

146.104

2.522.566

II.D.; IV.E.

Cash flows from investing activities
Financial activities
Proceeds from borrowings
Payments for the repayment of financial liabilities
Proceeds from capital increase at Aladdin Ltd.

III.A.(10);
IV:E.
IV.E.

Change in cash and cash equivalents
III.A.(5)

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December 2019 / 2018

III.A.(5)

Composition of financial resources

Deposits with credit institutions

-

-13.215

-496.451

II.D.; IV.E.

Cash flows from financing activities
Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January

1.517.849
-

112

1.504.634

-496.339

-108.566

109.329

109.350

-

-30

21

754

109.350

31.12.2019

III.A.(5)

31.12.2018

EUR

EUR

754

109.350
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ALADDIN HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES SE

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS OF 31 DECEMBER
2019
I.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS AND BASIS OF PREPARATION

A. Information about the company and the group
1.

The company

Aladdin Healthcare Technologies Holding SE (hereinafter referred to as the "Company",
"Aladdin SE" or the "Parent Company") with its registered office at 10117 Berlin, Unter den
Linden 10, is registered in the Commercial Register of the Berlin (Germany) District Court
under the number HRB 173762.
Aladdin SE has a share capital of EUR 11,450,000.00, divided into 11,450,000 no-par value
bearer shares. The existing shares of Aladdin SE have been admitted to the regulated market
of the Düsseldorf Stock Exchange since September 2018. The ISIN (International Securities
Identification Number) is DE000A12ULL2, the WKN (Securities Identification Number) is
A12ULL and the stock exchange symbol is NMI.
2.

The structure of the Group

The only subsidiary of the Company is Aladdin Healthcare Technologies Ltd, London, United
Kingdom ("Aladdin Ltd"). Aladdin SE holds all shares in Aladdin Ltd. The Group's operations
are currently conducted exclusively by Aladdin Ltd.
The Group or the Aladdin Group is mainly active in the provision of software solutions for the
secure storage and management of health information using blockchain technology and the
development of solutions for earlier, more accurate diagnosis of age-related diseases.

B. Legal basis for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements of the company were prepared in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as applicable in the European Union (EU),
and the additional provisions of German commercial law to be observed pursuant to Section
315e (1) of the German Commercial Code (HGB). The requirements of the standards
(IFRS/IAS) and interpretations (IFRSIC/SIC) mandatory at the balance sheet date were met.
For information on the preparation of the consolidated financial statements on a going concern
basis, please refer to Section II.E. The term IFRS is used consistently below.
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The consolidated financial statements of Aladdin SE are prepared in euros (EUR). Unless
otherwise stated, all figures are rounded up or down to full euros (EUR) for commercial
purposes. Rounding may not add up precisely to the totals shown in this report and
percentages may not precisely reflect the figures presented.
The financial year of Aladdin SE and its subsidiary included in the consolidated financial
statements corresponds to the calendar year. The balance sheet date is that of the parent
company.
In accordance with IAS 1, the consolidated balance sheet is divided into non-current and
current assets and liabilities. Assets and liabilities with a one-year maturity are classified as
current assets. The consolidated statement of comprehensive income was prepared using the
cost of sales method.
The consolidated financial statements for the reporting period ending 31 December 2019
(including the corrected comparative figures for the 2018 financial year) were approved by the
Executive Director on December, 14 2020 and released for issue.
The significant accounting policies applied in the preparation of the consolidated financial
statements for the year ended 31 December 2019 are summarised below.

II.

CONSOLIDATION AND ACCOUNTING RULES

A. Accounting standards issued by the IASB and applied for the first time
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, all standards (IFRS/IAS) and
interpretations (IFRIC/SIC) applicable in the European Union as at 31 December 2019 were
applied. The following accounting standards had to be applied for the first time:
Accounting standards issued by the IASB and applied for the first time
Standard
New
or
amended
standards
and
Application
interpretations and significant content
obligation EU
IFRS 16
Leases
01.01.2019
Changes from
IAS 28
Amendments to
IFRS 9
IFRIC 23
Annual
Improvements
Project
Changes to IAS
19

Long-term interests in Associates and Joint
Ventures
Prepayment features with negative
compensation
Uncertainty over income tax treatment
Annual improvements to IFRSs 2015-2017 Cycle

01.01.2019

Plan amendments, - reductions or settlements

01.01.2019

01.01.2019
01.01.2019
01.01.2019

The new or amended standards have no or no material impact on the consolidated financial
statements of the Aladdin Group.
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B. Accounting standards issued by the IASB but not yet applied
The following table presents the standards issued by the IASB that have not yet been applied
and are relevant to the Group.
Accounting standards issued by the IASB but not yet applied
Standard
New or amended standards and
interpretations
Standards adopted into EU law:
IAS 1, IAS 8
IFRS 9,
IFRS 7, IAS 39
Framework
concept
IFRS 3
IFRS 16

Definition of materiality
Amendments to IFRS 9, IFRS 7 and IAS 39:
Reform of Reference Interest Rates
Changes to references to the accounting
framework
Amendments to IFRS 3: Definition of a business
operation
Amendments to IFRS 16: Rental
concessions based on Covid-19

IFRS not yet adopted into EU law
IAS 1
IFRS 17
IFRS 3
IFRS 4
IFRS 9, IFRS
7, IFRS 16 and
IAS 39
IAS 16
IAS 37
various

Changes in the classification of liabilities as
current or non-current
Insurance contracts
Reference to the framework concept
Postponement of application of IFRS 9
Changes due to the "Interest Rate Benchmark
Reform" (Phase 2)
Changes to proceeds before the intended use
Changes to disadvantageous contracts - Costs of
contract performance
Annual improvement project cycle 2018-2020

Application
obligation
01.01.2020
01.01.2020
01.01.2020
01.01.2020
01.06.2020
Date of firsttime
application as
prescribed by
the IASB
01.01.2023
01.01.2023
01.01.2022
01.01.2021
01.01.2021
01.01.2022
01.01.2022
01.01.2022

The Aladdin Group does not exercise the right of voluntary early adoption of standards issued
by the IASB before their mandatory application. No material effects on the consolidated
financial statements are expected.
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C. Disclosures on error correction in accordance with IAS 8
In the course of the preparation of these consolidated financial statements, the Company
identified accounting errors, primarily relating to intangible and other financial assets, and
corrected the corresponding errors retrospectively.
The following overview shows the effects of the correction of errors in the balance sheet as
at 1 January 2018:

01.01.2018
after error
correction
EUR
Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets

01.01.2018
before error
correction
EUR

Deviation

Reference/
Explanation

EUR

2.356
0
2.356

2.356
971.794
974.150

-971.794
-971.794

9.776

9.776

-

1.)

Current assets
Trade and other receivables

9.776

9.776

-

12.132

983.926

-971.794

300.000
-299.999
-1.021.702
2.634
-1.019.067

1
-47.396
122
-47.273

299.999
-299.999
-974.306
2.512
-971.794

Trade payables and other liabilities

534.748

534.748

-

Other financial liabilities

496.451

496.451

-

Total current liabilities

1.031.199

1.031.199

-

12.132

983.926

-971.794

Balance sheet total
Liabilities
Equity
Subscribed capital
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Other reserves
Total equity
Current liabilities

Balance sheet total

3.)
3.)
5.)
5.)
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The following overview shows the effects of the correction of errors in the balance sheet as
at 31 December 2018:

Reference/
31.12.2018 31.12.18
Deviation
Explanation
after error before error
correction correction
EUR
EUR
EUR
Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Participations
Other financial assets

Current assets
Trade receivables and other
receivables
Other assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Balance sheet total
Liabilities
Equity
Subscribed capital
Capital reserves
Retained earnings
Other reserves
Total equity

5.757
111.310
1.569.433
1.686.500

5.757
2.369.729 -2.369.729
111.310
1.656.415
-86.982
4.143.211 -2.456.711

15.607
107.602

123.214
-

-107.607
107.602

109.350
232.559

109.350
232.564

-5

1.919.059

1.)
2.)

3.)
3.)

4.375.775 -2.456.716

11.450.000 11.450.000
-3.623.367 -3.623.367
-6.413.102 -3.920.381 -2.492.721
49.504
13.499
36.005
1.463.035 3.919.751 -2.456.716

5.)
5.)

Current liabilities

Trade payables and other liabilities
Provisions
Total current liabilities
Balance sheet total

341.080
114.944
456.024
1.919.059

454.270
1.754
456.024

-113.190
113.190
-

3.)
3.)

4.375.775 -2.456.716
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The following overview shows the accounting effects of the correction of errors in the 2018
income statement:

2018 after
error
correction

2018
before
error
correction

Deviation

EUR

EUR

EUR

Reference/
Explanation

Revenues
Other operating expenses
Financial income
Financial expenses

174.492
174.492
-5.628.650 -4.010.823 -1.617.827
82.910
24.641
58.269
-20.152
-61.294
41.142

1.); 3.)
2.)
2.); 3.)

Group result

-5.391.400 -3.872.984 -1.518.416

4.)

Thereof attributable to:
Shareholders of the parent company

-5.391.400 -3.872.984 -1.518.416

Earnings per share
Basic earnings attributable to ordinary equity
holders of the parent company

-0,50

-0,34

-0,16

Diluted, based on the profit attributable to
ordinary equity holders of the parent company

-0,50

-0,34

-0,16

The following overview shows the accounting effects of the correction of the error in the
statement of comprehensive income for 2018:

2018 after
error
correction

2018
before
error
correction

Deviation

EUR

EUR

EUR

-5.391.400

-3.872.984

-1.518.416

4.)

Change in reserve for exchange rate differences

46.870

13.377

33.493

5.)

Other comprehensive income

46.870

13.377

33.493

5.)

-5.344.530

-3.859.607

-1.484.923

5.)

-5.344.530

-3.859.607

-1.484.923

Group results

Reference/
Explanation

Other comprehensive income
Items that may be reclassified to the income
statement in the future

Consolidated comprehensive income
Of this amount:
Shareholders of the parent company
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To 1.):
In the consolidated financial statements of Aladdin SE as of December 31, 2018, intangible
assets of EUR 2,369,729 (January 1, 2018: EUR 971,794) were recognised for intellectual
property and development expenses related to blockchain and ML solutions. Subsequently,
it was determined that the capitalised intangible assets did not meet the recognition criteria
of IAS 38, so that under IAS 38 the expenditure for these assets is to be recognised as an
expense when it is incurred. In the 2018 financial year, the additional expense recognised in
this context under other operating expenses amounted to EUR 1,430,613.
To 2.):
In the course of the valuation of the longer-term, non-interest-bearing loan receivables as of
31 December 2018, it was determined that the discounting and compounding was incorrectly
carried out using a risk-free interest rate. The adjustments to other financial assets at 31
December 2018 and to the Group result resulting from the change in discounting and
compounding amounted to EUR -86,982 (1 January 2018: EUR 0); financial income
increased by EUR 58,269 as a result, and financial expenses by EUR -11,975.
To 3.):
Further corrections of errors in the 2018 financial year related to the effects of a calculated
higher expense from the stock exchange listing in conjunction with a change in the
presentation of equity at 1 January 2018 (see also Section II.D, Note Reverse asset
acquisition) and changes in presentation in the balance sheet at 31 December 2018 (asset
side: VAT receivables of EUR 107.602, which are now correctly disclosed as other assets;
liabilities: accounting and auditing costs of EUR 113,190, which are now correctly disclosed
as provisions) and in the income statement (mainly reclassification of exchange rate
differences from interest expense to other operating expenses of EUR 54,204).
To 4.)
Due to a consolidated net income adjusted by EUR -1,518,416 on the one hand and a
corrected calculation of the number of shares of correctly 10,890,137 shares instead of
11,218,956 as reported in the previous year's consolidated financial statements on the other
hand, earnings per share decreased from EUR -0.34 by EUR -0.16 to EUR -0.50.
To 5.)
In total, the correction of errors resulted in a decrease in retained earnings at 31 December
2018 of EUR -2,492,721 (1/1/2018: EUR -974,306) and an increase in other reserves due to
exchange rate differences of EUR 36,005 (1/1/2018: EUR 2,512) and a shift between
subscribed capital and capital reserves of EUR 299,999 at 1/1/2018.
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D. Principles of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Company and
the subsidiary prepared in accordance with uniform accounting policies. Subsidiaries
controlled by the Group are fully consolidated. The Group controls a company if it is exposed
to or entitled to fluctuating returns and has the ability to influence these returns through its
power of control over the company. The financial statements of subsidiaries are included in
the consolidated financial statements from the date on which control commences and until the
date on which control ceases.
The Group generally accounts for business combinations using the purchase method. As
part of capital consolidation, the acquisition costs of the acquired shares are offset against the
equity of the subsidiaries attributable to the Group. The identifiable net assets acquired and
the consideration transferred are generally measured at fair value. Any positive difference
arising on initial consolidation between the acquisition cost of the acquired shares and the
identifiable net assets is reported as goodwill. Goodwill is tested annually for impairment. Any
negative difference is recognised immediately in profit or loss following a renewed review of
all valuations.

Note on reverse asset acquisition
In March 2018, the shareholders of Aladdin Ltd. and Aladdin SE concluded a share transfer
and contribution agreement. Under this agreement, the shareholders of Aladdin Ltd.
contributed all shares in Aladdin Ltd. as a contribution in kind in exchange for 10,000,000
shares of Aladdin SE. The issue price of the new shares was rounded to EUR 5.40 per share.
The acquisition of 100% of Aladdin Ltd. through a contribution in kind was classified as a
reverse asset acquisition for the purposes of these consolidated financial statements. As
Aladdin SE did not constitute a business as defined by IFRS 3 at the time of the contribution,
the transaction represents a share-based payment in accordance with IFRS 2 and not a
reverse acquisition in accordance with IFRS 3. Due to the similarity of the circumstances, the
general accounting rules of IFRS 3 regarding reverse acquisitions were nevertheless applied
analogously, with the exception of the accounting for goodwill.
Consequently, the transaction is included in the consolidated financial statements of Aladdin
SE as a continuation of the financial statements of Aladdin Ltd. as the accounting acquirer.
For the shares held by the former shareholders of Aladdin SE at the time of the contribution,
a notional number of shares was calculated that Aladdin Ltd. would have had to issue for the
acquisition. Aladdin Ltd., as the accounting acquirer, received the net assets and listing status
of Aladdin SE for the (notional) shares issued, so this transaction represents an equity-settled
share-based payment.
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The determination of the notional shares to be issued by Aladdin Ltd. was as follows:

Number of shares immediately
before the contribution
(Notional) relevant share price
before the transaction in EUR
(rounded)1)
Fair value of the company before
the transaction

Aladdin SE
1.450.000

Aladdin Ltd.
10.000.000

5,40

5,40

7.826.520

53.976.0002)

Notional number of shares that
Aladdin Ltd. should have issued
1.450.000
Fair value of the notional shares
to be issued by Aladdin Ltd. for
the acquisition of the existing
shares of Aladdin SE
1)
2)

7.826.520

The exact exchange rate is EUR 5.3976.
The determination of the fair value of Aladdin Ltd. was based on a valuation report at the time of the
transaction. In the individual financial statements of Aladdin SE as of 31 December 2019, the
correspondingly high book value of the investment in Aladdin Ltd. was written off in full.

The difference between the fair value of the notional shares issued by the balance sheet
acquirer Aladdin Ltd. and the fair value of the identifiable net assets of the legal acquirer
Aladdin SE represents a service received by the balance sheet acquirer in the systematics of
IFRS 2. Since this received service "stock exchange listing" cannot be capitalised due to the
lack of asset characteristics, it was recognised as an expense. Accordingly, an expense of
EUR 2,101,886 was recognised in the 2018 financial year for the stock exchange listing.
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Before
After error
error
correction correction Deviation
EUR
EUR
EUR
Fair value of the notional shares to be issued
by Aladdin Ltd. for the acquisition of the
existing shares of Aladdin SE

7.826.520

7.826.520

-

Aladdin SE Cash and cash equivalents
Aladdin SE Other net assets

2.091.964
3.228.462

2.091.964
3.632.670

-404.208

Total identifiable net assets at fair value

5.320.426

5.724.634

-404.208

-2.506.094 -2.101.886

-404.208

Effect of reverse asset acquisition on the
income statement / revenue reserves

The acquired net assets of Aladdin SE include EUR 1,563,938 (loan) receivables from Aladdin
Ltd. As part of the consideration of the error corrections, adjustments were made to the
identified net assets of Aladdin SE for the comparative period 2018 at the time of contribution,
so that the expense from the reverse asset acquisition increased by EUR -404,208 from EUR
-2,101,886 to EUR -2,506,094. The increase is mainly due to the adjustment of the interest
rate for discounting the longer term, non-interest bearing loan receivables (EUR -118,872)
and the recognition of stamp duties in connection with the contribution of the shares in Aladdin
Ltd. (EUR -276,662).
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The effects of the reverse asset acquisition on the statement of changes in equity are as
follows:
Subscribed
capital

Capital
reserve

Retained
earnings

Other
reserves

Total equity

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

Status 1 January 2017

-

-

-

-

Issue of shares

1

Group result

-

-

1

-

-

-47.396

-

-47.396

Foreign currency translation

-

-

-

122

122

As at 31 December 2017

-

-

-47.396

122

-47.273

Error correction

299.999

-299.999

-974.306

2.512

-971.794

Status 1 January 2018 corrected

300.000

-299.999

-1.021.702

2.634

-1.019.067

1.150.000

-1.150.000

-

-

-

-

112

-

-

112

Cash capital increase Aladdin Healthcare
Technologies SE
Cash capital increase Aladdin Healthcare
Technologies Ltd.
Reverse asset acquisition

-

10.000.000

-2.173.480

-

-

7.826.520

Group result

-

-

-5.391.400

-

-5.391.400

Foreign currency translation

-

-

-

46.870

46.870

11.450.000

-3.623.367

-6.413.102

49.504

1.463.035

As at 31 December 2018 corrected

In accordance with the analogously applied accounting regulations of IFRS 3 on reverse
acquisitions, the comparative information to be disclosed in the consolidated financial
statements of the legal parent company (Aladdin SE) (previous year's figures) must be based
on the information of the legal subsidiary (Aladdin Ltd.). Thus, for the purpose of presenting
comparative information for previous periods, the total amount of equity is equal to that of the
legal subsidiary (here: Aladdin Ltd.), with the amount of subscribed capital and the number of
shares being determined by that of the legal acquirer (here: Aladdin SE).
In the course of the foundation of Aladdin Ltd. on November 7, 2017, subscribed capital in the
amount of GPB 1 (= EUR 1) was created. In contrast, the subscribed capital of Aladdin SE
of Aladdin SE amounted to EUR 300,000 at that time. The difference between the subscribed
capital of Aladdin Ltd. and Aladdin SE in the amount of EUR 299,999 is recorded as a
deduction in the capital reserves. In addition, the net income of Aladdin Ltd. as of 31 December
2017 and the differences arising from the translation of Aladdin Ltd.'s individual financial
statements from GBP to EUR were recognised in equity. For the correction of errors, see II.C.
Prior to the contribution of Aladdin Ltd. on 7 March 2018, Aladdin SE implemented a cash
capital increase on 3 January 2018, which resulted in an increase in subscribed capital of
EUR 1,150,000. In the absence of a corresponding capital increase at Aladdin Ltd., the capital
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reserve was reduced by a further EUR 1,150,000. In contrast, the cash capital increase at par
resulted in an increase in subscribed capital of GBP 99 (= EUR 112) to a total of GBP 100 at
Aladdin Ltd. prior to the contribution. In the statement of changes in equity, this change is
recognised as an increase in capital reserves.
In the course of the reverse asset acquisition, the subscribed capital of Aladdin SE was
increased by EUR 10,000,000, while the fair value of the notional shares of Aladdin Ltd. to be
issued for the acquisition of the previous old shares of Aladdin SE (acquisition costs) was EUR
7,826,520. The difference between the two values reduces the additional paid-in capital by
EUR 2,173,480. Following the reverse asset acquisition, the subscribed capital is therefore
EUR 11,450,000 and the additional paid-in capital is EUR -3,623,367.

Consolidation of liabilities, expenses and income and elimination of intercompany
profits and losses
All intercompany receivables and liabilities, expenses and income, and intercompany profits
and losses are eliminated as part of the consolidation of debts, expenses and income.

E. Use of judgement and estimates
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements requires management to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and
the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ
from these estimates.
Estimates and assumptions by management relating to the amount and presentation of assets
and liabilities, income and expenses and the disclosure of contingent liabilities are required in
preparing the consolidated financial statements under IFRS. The measurement of assets,
provisions and liabilities in the consolidated financial statements is influenced by assumptions
and estimates, particularly with regard to the recognition criteria and accounting policies for
intangible assets, the recoverability of financial assets and the resulting impairment losses,
the determination of useful lives, the recognition and measurement of other provisions and the
measurement of reverse asset acquisitions.
The assumptions and estimates on the balance sheet date are based on current
circumstances and knowledge. The forward-looking assumptions and estimates on the
balance sheet date take into account expected future business developments, the
circumstances prevailing at the time the consolidated financial statements were prepared and
the future development of the global and industry-specific environment assumed to be
realistic. Due to developments in these general conditions that deviate from the assumptions
and are beyond the control of management, the actual amounts may differ from the estimated
values. In the event of such a development, the assumptions and, if necessary, the carrying
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amounts of the assets and liabilities affected will be adjusted to reflect the new state of
knowledge.
Management has prepared the consolidated financial statements under the assumption that
Aladdin SE and its subsidiary, Aladdin Ltd as an early-stage technology company, the
Company is dependent on short term available external financing or the ability of its
shareholders to provide the short term necessary funds to maintain its operations. However,
there is an inherent risk that the financing round may not be successful as expected. In this
case, the going concern assumption would be called into question. Management believes
that Aladdin SE and its subsidiary have sufficient resources, combined with reasonable plans
to raise additional resources, to maintain operations for the next 24-month period.
F.

Segment reporting

During the reporting period, the Group had only one reportable segment - the provision of
software solutions for the secure storage and management of health information using
blockchain technology. The internal management of business activities was not separated by
product, service or geographical market during the reporting period. Currently, all significant
operating activities are bundled in Aladdin Ltd.

G. Accounting and valuation principles
Apart from the correction of errors, the Aladdin Group has not made any significant changes
to accounting policies other than the standards, interpretations and amendments to be applied
for the first time in the financial year.
Currency translation
The consolidated financial statements are prepared in euros, the functional currency of the
parent company.
As a matter of principle, Group companies translate foreign currency transactions into the
functional currency at the time of the transaction at the respective spot rate.
Monetary assets and liabilities in a foreign currency are translated into the functional currency
at each balance sheet date using the spot rate on that date. Differences arising from the
settlement or translation of monetary items are recognised in profit or loss. Non-monetary
items that are measured at historical cost in a foreign currency are translated at the exchange
rate on the date of the transaction.
The assets and liabilities of the foreign subsidiary are translated into euros at the closing rate
on the balance sheet date. Equity was translated at the historical rate. Income and expenses
are translated at the average exchange rate for the year. Translation differences resulting
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from the translation are recognised in other comprehensive income. The following exchange
rates were applied:
EUR/GBP
GBP/EUR
mean
Target
mean
Target
Year
value
date
value
date
2019
0,87702
0,84636
1,14022
1,18152
2018
0,88486
0,89839
1,13012
1,11310

Balance sheet
(1) Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses.
Depreciation is calculated to allocate the cost of assets over their estimated useful lives - 3
years for computer equipment - using the straight-line method.
The residual values, useful lives and depreciation methods are reviewed at the end of each
financial year to ensure that the amount, method and duration of depreciation are consistent
with previous estimates and the expected pattern of consumption of future economic benefits
embodied in the item of property, plant and equipment. The carrying amounts of property,
plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment whenever events or circumstances have
occurred that indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable.

(2) Financial instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are recognised when the Group becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the financial instrument. They are initially measured at the settlement
date. Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights to receive payments from
the asset have expired or when substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of the financial
asset have been transferred. Financial liabilities are derecognised when they are settled,
cancelled or expired.
IFRS 9 contains three basic categories for classifying financial assets: measured at amortised
cost, measured at fair value with changes in value in other comprehensive income (FVOCI)
and measured at fair value with changes in value in profit or loss (FVTPL). The classification
of financial assets under IFRS 9 is based on the company's business model for managing
financial assets and the characteristics of the contractual cash flows.
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a) Financial assets
Financial assets are initially recognised at fair value less transaction costs. Subsequent
measurement depends on the business model on the basis of which the asset is held.
The financial assets reported under other financial assets are generally measured at fair value
through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 9. Currently, the acquisition costs represent a
reasonable estimate of the fair value of the financial investment, as the company in which
Aladdin Ltd. holds an interest has not yet commenced business operations.
In addition to the financial investment, the Group only holds financial assets whose business
model consists of holding them until the contractual cash flows are received and which only
trigger interest and principal payments at specified times. After initial recognition, these
financial assets are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method less any
allowance for impairment. They are not discounted if the effects of discounting are immaterial
for the presentation of the Group's financial position and performance. Cash and cash
equivalents, trade receivables and other receivables fall into this category of financial
instruments. Also, a loan from Aladdin SE to Aladdin Intel Ltd, Hong Kong, which is either
repayable in cash or convertible into ordinary shares of the borrower, was allocated to the
above business model upon its issuance in 2018 following a decision by management and
was consequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method less
impairment losses.
Impairment losses on financial assets in the categories measured at amortised cost on the
one hand and at fair value recognised directly in equity with recycling of the changes in value
recognised in other comprehensive income on the other are recognised in accordance with
IFRS 9 using the expected credit loss model, which provides for three levels. For financial
assets in level 1, a risk provision in the amount of the expected twelve-month loss must be
recognised. This comprises the present value of the expected payment defaults resulting from
default events within the first twelve months. If a financial asset shows a significant increase
in credit risk since the initial recognition date, the impairment is calculated in the amount of
the present value of the expected credit loss over the term (lifetime expected loss) and the
asset is allocated to level 2. A financial asset is allocated to level 3 if there is objective evidence
of impairment that has already occurred. These include the high probability of insolvency
proceedings, significant financial difficulties of a debtor or the disappearance of an active
market for financial assets. In level 3, impairments in the amount of the expected credit losses
are recognised over the entire term of the financial asset.
There are simplification rules for certain financial assets such as trade receivables. For these
financial assets, a lump-sum risk provision is recognised in the amount of the expected losses
over the remaining term, which is determined on the basis of experience. These are allocated
to level 2 of the allowance model upon addition. If there is an impairment of creditworthiness
or default, the receivable in question is transferred to level 3. Past due dates of more than 90
days provide objective evidence that the credit rating of a financial asset is impaired.
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The credit and default risk from financial assets consist of the risk of default of a contractual
partner and therefore at most the amount of the claims from recognised carrying amounts
against the respective counterparty. Aladdin SE performs regular assessments to identify
significant increases in credit risk. These assessments are primarily based on default
probabilities and information on overdue payments.
b) Financial liabilities
The Group's financial liabilities include trade payables, other liabilities and liabilities to related
parties. All financial liabilities fall into the category "measured at amortised cost".
Financial liabilities are initially recognised at fair value and net of transaction costs. In
subsequent periods, financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method.

(3) Trade receivables, other receivables and other assets
Trade receivables, other receivables and other assets are not interest-bearing. They are
carried at cost less allowances for uncollectible amounts.

(4) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and bank balances with a maturity of up to 3
months. They are carried at their nominal value.

(5) Provisions
Provisions are recognised when it is probable that the Group has a present obligation (legal
or constructive) as a result of a past event, an outflow of resources embodying economic
benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the
amount of the obligation. Where the Group expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed,
the reimbursement amount is recognised as a separate asset, but only to the extent that the
reimbursement is virtually certain.
Provisions are reviewed at each balance sheet date and adjusted if necessary to reflect the
best possible current estimate of the obligations. If an outflow of resources to settle the
obligation is no longer probable, the provisions are reversed.
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(6) Revenue recognition
Where the Group grants customers the right to intellectual property and to participate in
changes in ownership (dynamic licence), revenue is recognised on a time proportion basis. If,
on the other hand, customers are granted the right to use intellectual property under a licence
agreement (static licence), revenue is recognised at the beginning of the licence period. The
application of these provisions depends on the specific facts and circumstances in the contract
with a customer and will require discretionary decisions to be made. No sales revenues were
generated in the fiscal year.
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III.

NOTES TO THE ITEMS OF THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AND THE
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

A.

Balance Sheet

Assets
Non-current assets
(1) Property, plant and equipment
This item primarily includes operating and office equipment:

Cost of acquisition or production

2019
EUR
7.337
1.103
491
8.931

2018
EUR
2.494
4.947
-104
7.337

Balance at 1.1. of the financial year
Scheduled depreciation
Currency Adjustments
Balance at 31.12. of the financial year

2019
EUR
1.580
1.727
161
3.468

2018
EUR
138
1.466
-24
1.580

Carrying amount at 1.1. of the financial year
Book value at 31.12 of the financial year

5.757
5.463

2.356
5.757

Balance at 1.1. of the financial year
Access
Currency Adjustments
Balance at 31.12. of the financial year
Accumulated depreciation
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(2) Investments and other financial assets
Non-current financial assets are composed as follows:

31.12.2018

Investments
Loan receivables

31.12.2019

after error
correction

EUR

EUR

118.152
0

111.310
1.569.433

118.152

1.680.743

Shares in CorLife Limited (formerly CORRESILIENCE LTD), Margate, United Kingdom, which
are held by Aladdin Ltd.
In fiscal year 2019, an impairment loss was recognised on originally long-term loan
receivables from Aladdin Intel Ltd. Hong Kong, (not a related company) in the amount of EUR
1,517,487. The impairment losses relate to the failed collaboration with Shenzhen Guoyihui
Hospital Management Co, Shenzhen, PR China. Therefore, management believes that further
cash flows will flow back to the Group.

Current assets
(3) Trade receivables and other receivables
Trade and other receivables in the previous year consisted of EUR 14,862 of an interest
receivable from Aladdin Intel Data Ltd. UK, a related party. The receivable was written off in
full in the current financial year due to it being non-recoverable.

(4) Other assets
In the previous year, other assets consisted mainly of VAT receivables and, in the 2019
financial year, mainly of tax receivables relating to other periods from fiscal subsidies for
research and development expenses under the UK taxation procedure.

(5) Cash and cash equivalents
Bank balances in Germany and England are reported.
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Liabilities
Equity
(6) Subscribed capital
The subscribed capital of Aladdin SE amounts to EUR 11,450,000 as of December 31, 2019
(previous year: EUR 11,450,000), divided into 11,450,000 no-par value bearer shares with a
notional value of €1. The subscribed capital is fully paid up. Each share carries one voting
right.
By resolution of the Annual General Meeting on 7 March 2018, the Board of Directors was
authorised to increase the share capital by up to EUR 5,725,000.00 in return for cash and/or
non-cash contributions on one or more occasions up to 13 March 2023 (Authorised Capital
2018/I).

(7) Additional paid-in capital
The capital reserve at 31 December 2019 remains unchanged at EUR -3,623,367 (previous
year: EUR -3,623,367) and results from the reverse asset acquisition (see explanations in
II.D.).

(8) Retained earnings and other reserves
Retained earnings include the accumulated results and amount to EUR -9,402,962 (previous
year: EUR -6,413,102) at the balance sheet date. Other reserves include exchange rate
differences arising from the coversion of the financial statements of Aladdin Ltd. and amount
to EUR -189,436 (previous year: EUR 49,504) at the balance sheet date.

Non-current and current liabilities
(9) Trade accounts payable and other liabilities
The main items reported are trade payables. Trade payables and other liabilities have a total
remaining term of up to one year.
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(10) Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities are composed as follows:

31.12.2018
31.12.2019
EUR
Long and medium term
Loans to related parties
Accumulated interest liabilities
Short-term
Loans to related parties
Accumulated interest liabilities

after error
correction

EUR

889.200
45.118
934.318

-

620.129
27.207
647.336

-

1.581.654

-

The loans granted by shareholders in 2019 generally bear interest of 8% p.a. Short-term loans
including the cumulative interest are due within one year, long-term loans including the
cumulative interest are generally due in mid 2021.
Please refer to Section IV.G. for explanations of loans from related parties.

(11) Provisions
The (current) provisions break down as follows:
1.1.2019
after error
correction

Financial statement and audit
costs
Other provisions

EUR

Consumption
EUR

Resolution Feeding
EUR
EUR

31.12.2019
EUR

113.190

113.190

-

249.933

249.933

1.754

1.754

-

134.706

134.706

114.944

114.944

-

384.639

384.639

The increase in accounting and auditing costs as at 31 December 2019 is mainly due to the
estimated additional expenses for preparation and auditing. The corresponding prior-year
figure for provisions for financial statement and audit costs was adjusted as part of the
correction of errors. The previous year's amounts were utilised in the 2019 financial year.
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The other provisions as at 31 December 2019 were mainly set up for the estimated expenses
for legal and consulting fees, for market and equity research and for administrative fines for
the delayed publication of the annual and consolidated financial statements for 2019.
B.

Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income

(1) Revenue
No revenue was recognised in 2019. Revenue recognised in 2018 related to revenue from a
software licence agreement with an Asia Pacific customer entered into in 2017. The software
licence agreement was terminated and the collaboration terminated due to the failure of the
licensee to provide the agreed data.
(2) Other operating income
Other operating income in the 2019 financial year of EUR 223,693 (previous year: EUR 0)
results from income from currency translation.
(3) Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses are composed as follows:

2019

EUR
Research and development
Accounting, annual financial statements and audit costs
Legal and consulting fees
Data processing
Personnel expenses
Ancillary costs stock exchange and monetary
transactions
IT costs
Travel expenses
Exchange rate differences
Room and office costs
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Advertising and representation costs
Effects of the reverse asset acquisition (stock exchange
listing)
Other operating expenses

2018 after
error
correction

EUR

547.906 1.430.613
483.225
273.344
372.577
731.781
220.271
71.975
183.143
115.890
88.140
46.481
38.621
16.998
4.288
1.727
1.465

127.798
81.689
71.271
90.457
3.058
1.466
63.922

0 2.506.094
28.728
59.291
2.033.570 5.628.650

For changes in other operating expenses, particularly in connection with the reverse
acquisition, please refer to our comments in Section II.D.
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Other operating expenses include personnel expenses for an average of 2 (previous year: 2)
employees including the managing director of Aladdin Ltd:
2018 after
error
2019
correction
EUR
EUR
Wages and salaries
Social security contributions and expenses for
pensions

167.832

102.511

15.311

13.380

Personnel expenses

183.143

115.891

Other operating expenses in the financial year include exchange rate losses of EUR 16,998
(previous year: EUR 90,457).
(4) Impairment losses on financial assets
The impairment losses of EUR 1,532,169 (previous year: EUR 0) result from the impairment
of the loan receivable from Aladdin Intel Ltd., Hong Kong, in the amount of EUR 1,517,487
and of EUR 14,862 from the impairment of an interest receivable from Aladdin Intel Data Ltd.
UK. Please refer to our comments in section III.A.(2) and (3).

(5) Financial result
The financial result from financial income and financial expenses breaks down as follows:
2018 after
2019
EUR
Financial income
Interest income from loan receivables
Other interest income

error
correction

EUR

95.261
95.261

67.087
15.823
82.910

Interest expenses from loan liabilities
Other interest expenses

72.325 7
72.332

20.152
20.152

Financial results

22.929

62.758

Financial expenses
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(6) Income tax income
The net income of Aladdin SE is subject to a uniform corporate income tax rate of 15% plus a
solidarity surcharge of 5.5%. In conjunction with a trade tax rate of 15.4% (previous year:
15.4%), this results in a combined income tax rate in Germany of 31.2% (previous year:
31.2%) for the Group. The income tax rate for Aladdin Ltd. is 19%.
Income tax income is comprised as follows:
2018 after
2019
EUR

error
correction

EUR

Current income taxes
Current income tax expenses (-) /(+) - refunds

-

-

Income tax expenses (-) / (+) refunds relating to other periods

329.258

-

Total

329.258

0

The income tax refunds in 2019 result from tax allowances for research and development
costs in 2018. Deferred taxes were not incurred either in the financial year or in the previous
year.
In Aladdin SE, no deferred tax assets were recognised on domestic corporate tax loss carried
forwards of EUR 3,232,353 (previous year: EUR 1,236,429) and trade tax loss carried
forwards of EUR 3,232,353 (previous year: EUR 1,236,429) due to the lack of sufficient
certainty of their realisation. The foreign loss carried forwards for which no deferred tax assets
were recognised amounted to EUR 3,660,103 (previous year: EUR 3,398,643) at the balance
sheet date. Under the current legal situation, none of the tax loss carried forwards can expire.
The reported income tax expense can be reconciled with the expected or income tax expense
as follows:
2019
EUR
Reconciliation of income tax expense
Group earnings before income taxes
Theoretical tax expense
Effects from tax rate differences
Effects of reverse asset acquisition
non-deductible expenses
Tax-free income
non-capitalised deferred taxes on VV
Tax refunds (out of period)
Income tax expense according to the
consolidated income statement

31,2%

-3.319.118
1.035.565
-159.842
0
- 55.490
236.047
- 1.056.281
329.257
329.257

2018 after error
correction

EUR
-5.391.400
1.682.117
-285.132
-564.850
-37.324
244.642
-1.039.453
-
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(7) Earnings per share
The weighted average number of shares used to calculate basic and diluted earnings per
share in 2019 was 11,450,000 shares (previous year: 10,890,137). For the adjustment of the
number of shares for the previous year, please refer to Section II.C.

IV. OTHER INFORMATION AND EXPLANATIONS
A.

Other financial obligations and contingent liabilities

There were no other financial obligations from long-term contracts or contingent liabilities on
the balance sheet date.
B. Capital management
Capital management focuses on equity. Equity at the balance sheet date was EUR -1,765,765
(previous year: EUR 1,463,035). As a start-up in the field of artificial intelligence, capital
management relates in particular to increasing resources in order to finance future growth.
After the successful completion of the first projects, the generated funds will be used to
strengthen the capital and to drive further development.
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C.

Risk management and financial instruments

(1) Credit risks
Under IFRS 7, credit risk is defined as the risk that one party to a financial instrument will
cause a financial loss to the other party by failing to meet an obligation.
In the Aladdin Group, credit risks can arise in particular in the form of default risks. Significant
default risks can arise in connection with other financial assets if borrowers are unable to
settle their obligations on time. The maximum default risk is represented by the value of
unimpaired (loan) receivables of EUR 0 (previous year: EUR 1,585,040) (see III.A.(2) and
(3).
Maturities and overdues are continuously monitored by management. In the fiscal year, the
loan receivables were written off in full.
The additional default risks associated with cash and cash equivalents and other receivables
are considered to be very low or have already been reduced by write-downs. The maximum
default risk is reflected by the respective carrying amount.
(2) Liquidity risks
Liquidity risk describes the risk of being unable to meet obligations arising from financial
liabilities. At 31 December 2019, current liabilities exceeded current assets. To ensure the
solvency of the Aladdin Group, loans were granted by related parties in 2019. However, the
full or partial repayment of the loans in 2020 and 2021 respectively is subject to the proviso
that sufficient capital will be available to repay the loans in the course of a capital increase.
In addition to the capital increase already carried out in spring 2020, Aladdin SE is planning
a further capital increase against cash contributions in the fourth quarter of 2020. If the
planned capital increase is not subscribed to the required extent, the liquidity needs of the
Aladdin Group will be covered by additional loans from related parties.
(3) Market risks
(a) Currency risks
Currency risks arise from financial instruments that are denominated in a currency other than
the functional currency and are of a monetary nature. As a result of the decision by the United
Kingdom to withdraw from the European Union, exchange rates have become more volatile
and there is a high probability that the British pound sterling will depreciate against the Euro.
As the operating company Aladdin Ltd. is based in the United Kingdom but has a relatively
small operating business at present due to the strategic reorientation of the Aladdin Group,
there is currently less foreign currency risk in the Group from operating activities. The equity
capital measures and loans for the financing of the Aladdin Group, which have been carried
out to date and those planned, are to be denominated in euros, so that there are only
insignificant or no currency risks.
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(b) Interest rate risks
There is currently no interest rate risk for the loan agreements due to corresponding fixed
interest rates.
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D.

Additional disclosures on financial instruments

Carrying amounts, valuations and fair values by class and valuation category
Book value
31.12.2019/
31.12.2018

Amortised cost

At fair value
through profit or
loss

EUR

EUR

EUR

At fair value not
affecting net
income

Fair value
31.12.2019/
31.12.2018
EUR

31 December 2019
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

754

754

-

-

754

118.152

-

118.152

-

118.152

-

-

-

-

-

279.961

279.961

-

-

279.961

1.581.654

1.581.654

-

-

1.581.654

109.350

109.350

-

-

109.350

15.607

15.607

-

-

15.607

111.310

0

111.310

-

111.310

1.569.433

1.569.433

-

-

1.569.433

341.080

341.080

-

-

341.080

Other financial assets
- Investments
- Other financial assets
Liabilities
Debt instruments
- Trade payables and other
liabilities
- Other financial liabilities

31 December 2018
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Debt instruments
- Trade and other
receivables
Other financial assets
- Investments
- Other financial assets
Liabilities
Debt instruments
- Trade payables and other
liabilities

All recognised financial assets and liabilities are allocated to Level 3 in the classification of fair
value measurements as there are no input parameters observable on the market. For all
current financial assets and liabilities as well as investments, the acquisition costs represent
the best possible estimate of the fair value. Due to the risk-adjusted interest rate on noncurrent financial liabilities, the carrying amount also corresponds to the fair value.
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2019
Interest income
Interest expenses
Impairments / reversals of impairment
losses
Net result

Financial assets
measured at amortised
cost

Financial liabilities
measured at
amortised cost

Total

EUR

EUR

EUR

95.261
-

-72.332

95.261
-72.332

-1.532.169

-

-1.532.169

-1.436.908

-72.332

-1.509.240

Financial assets
measured at amortised
cost
2018
EUR
Interest income
Interest expenses
Impairments / reversals of impairment
losses
Net result

E.

Financial liabilities
measured at
amortised cost
EUR

Total
EUR

82.910

-

82.910

-

-20.152

-20.152

-

-

0

82.910

-20.152

62.758

Cash Flow Statement

The cash flow statement was prepared in accordance with IAS 7 and shows the cash flows
from operating activities, investing activities and financing activities.
Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank balances and cash on hand.
Non-cash income and expenses are eliminated from the cash flow from operating activities.
In the previous year, these consisted of non-cash expenses arising from the stock exchange
listing as part of the reverse asset acquisition. Other non-cash transactions in the 2019
financial year included currency translation differences and, in the previous year, mainly noncash consolidation effects in connection with the reverse asset acquisition. The cash flow from
operating activities is presented using the indirect method.
The cash flow from investing activities includes cash investments and divestments in property,
plant and equipment and financial assets. In the previous year, the cash and cash equivalents
of Aladdin SE, acquired in the course of the reverse asset acquisition, were also reported
here. Please refer to our explanations in Section II.D. Cash flow from investing activities is
presented using the direct method.
Cash flow from financing activities includes borrowings and repayments of financial liabilities
and, in the previous year, proceeds from the capital increase at Aladdin Ltd. Cash flow from
financing activities is presented using the direct method.
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The following reconciliation shows the development of financial liabilities in relation to the cash
flow from financing activities in the 2019 financial year:

Stand on
01.01.2019
EUR

Payment effective
Changes
EUR
Recordings

Other financial liabilities

-

Stand on
01.01.2018
EUR

496.451

EUR

-13.215

Payment effective
Changes
EUR

-

Stand on
31.12.2019

Repayments

1.517.849

Recordings
Other financial liabilities

Non-payment
effective
Changes EUR

77.020

1.581.654

Non-payment
effective
Changes EUR

Stand on
31.12.2018
EUR

Repayments
-496.451

-

-

EUR 4,695 of the non-cash changes in the 2019 financial year are due to exchange rate
movements and EUR 72,325 to interest liabilities.

F.

Management and Administrative Board

The Executive Director will conduct the business of the Company in accordance with the
law, the Company's Articles of Association, the Rules of Procedure for the Executive Director
and taking into account the decisions of the General Meeting. He represents the company in
dealings with third parties.
During the reporting period, the company's business was managed by Mr. Wade MenpesSmith.
The Managing Director can be contacted at the company's business address, Unter den
Linden 10, 10117 Berlin.
Mr. Menpes-Smith exercises the following additional board activities as of the balance sheet
date:
-Managing

Partner of Aladdin Intel Data Ltd, London

-Managing

Partner of 5 Mobile Technologies Ltd, Seychelles

-Managing

Partner of Mind Rank Ltd., Hong Kong
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Mr Menpes-Smith will not receive any remuneration for his work as Managing Director of
Aladdin SE. No post-employment or termination benefits, share-based payments or other
long-term benefits were agreed.
The Board of Directors consists of three members elected by the General Meeting of
Shareholders. The Board of Directors is appointed until the end of the General Meeting of
Shareholders which decides on the discharge for the fourth financial year. The Administrative
Board is responsible for supervising the management of the Company's Executive Director.
The following persons were members of the Board of Directors during the reporting period:
•
•
•
•

Wade Menpes-Smith, London/UK (Chairman of the Board)
Bimal Shah, London/UK (Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors)
Alexander Badenoch, London/UK (till November 12, 2020)
Hamish Badenoch, CFO, London/UK (since November 12, 2020)

As the Board of Directors of the Company consists of only three members, no committees
have been formed to date.
The members of the Board of Directors can be contacted at the business address of the
Company, Unter den Linden 10, 10117 Berlin.
During the financial years 2019 and 2018, no compensation was agreed for members of the
Board of Directors for their services on the Board, post-employment or termination benefits,
share-based payments or other long-term benefits.
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G.

Information on relationships with related persons and companies

The majority of transactions with related parties are with members of the executive bodies or
companies of the executive bodies and the Badenoch family.
Information on related parties of Aladdin SE, Berlin:
Name of related parties and
companies

Relationship

Headquarters

Mr Wade Menpes-Smith

Managing Director and directly and
indirectly through Aladdin Intel Data Ltd,
London and 5 Mobile Technology Ltd,
shareholder of Aladdin SE, Berlin

Aladdin Intel Data Ltd,
London,

Companies controlled by Mr. Wade
London or Hong Kong
Menpes-Smith which provide consulting and
research and development services to
Aladdin SE and Aladdin Ltd.

5 Mobile Technology Ltd;
London

London

Mind Rank Ltd.Al, Hong
Kong
Mr Bimal Shah

Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors
Aladdin SE, Berlin and indirectly via
Elemental Concept 2016 Ltd., London
Shareholder of Aladdin SE, Berlin

London

Elemental Concept 2016
Ltd.

A company controlled by Mr Shah which
provides consulting and research and
development services to Aladdin SE and
Aladdin Ltd.

London

Mr Alexander Badenoch

Board of Directors, shareholder and lender
of Aladdin SE, Berlin

London

Mr Hamish Badenoch

Shareholder and lender of Aladdin SE,
Berlin, Managing Director of Aladdin
Healthcare Technologies Ltd, London

London

Badenoch Family (
Alexander Badenoch,
Hamish Badenoch, James
Badenoch, Mrs Minnie
Badenoch, MissAmelia
Badenoch, R&H Trust Co
(Jersey) Ltd)

Shareholders and lenders of Aladdin SE,
Berlin

London or Jersey

With regard to the remuneration and other direct and indirect benefits paid to the members of
the executive bodies, reference is also made above to Section IV.F.
The total remuneration of the Executive Director, Mr Wade Menpes-Smith, under his
consultancy agreement with Aladdin Ltd. amounted to EUR 99,770 in the financial year 2019
(previous year: EUR 169,518). In addition, incidental expenses of EUR 15,741 (previous year:
EUR 35,409) were incurred for travel and other expenses. At 31 December 2019, trade
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payables to the Executive Director amounted to EUR 36,923 (previous year: EUR 66,881). At
year-end, Mr. Menpes-Smith also granted Aladdin Ltd. a short-term, interest-free loan of EUR
119,898 (previous year: EUR 0).
In 2019, the Company wrote off interest claims of EUR 14,682 (previous year: 0) against
Aladdin Intel Data Ltd, London, controlled by the Executive Director.
In addition, research and development activities of EUR 90,649 (previous year: EUR 0) were
purchased from Mind Rank Ltd, Hong Kong. At 31 December 2019, trade payables to Mind
Rank Ltd. still existed in the amount of EUR 93,933.
In 2019, services were provided by Elemental Concept 2016 Ltd, London, in which Mr Bimal
Shah is managing director and holds a 40% stake, in the amount of EUR 457,257 (previous
year: EUR 1,250,642) for research and development and for consultancy services in the
amount of EUR 102,620 (previous year: EUR 166,919). A total of EUR 10,569 (previous year:
EUR 89,005) was incurred for Design, CyberSecurity and Other, which was recognised as an
expense. At 31 December 2019, trade payables to the company still existed in the amount of
EUR 10,074 (previous year: EUR 66,868).
In 2019, Mr Alexander Badenoch granted the company a short-term, non-interest-bearing loan
of EUR 65,231.
As Managing Director of Aladdin Ltd., Mr Hamish Badenoch received a Managing Director's
salary of EUR 34,207 (previous year: EUR 67,807) as part of his contract of employment in
2019. Mr Badenoch was reimbursed for expenses and travel expenses of EUR 794 (previous
year: EUR 8,584). At 31 December 2019, trade payables of EUR 269 (previous year: EUR
144) were still outstanding in this regard.
In spring 2019, the Badenoch family granted Aladdin SE loans in the amount of
EUR 1,274,200 as part of a bridge loan. The loans bear interest at 8% p.a.; as of 31 December
2019, the interest payable amounted to EUR 72,325. No collateral was provided. By
agreement dated 20 December 2019, the term for loan amounts of EUR 889,200 was
extended until 30 June 2021. Overall, however, repayment of the entire loans is subject to the
proviso that sufficient equity is raised in connection with planned capital measures and that
the going concern status of the company is not jeopardised by the repayment of the loans.

H.

Employees

In the 2019 financial year, the Aladdin Group employed an average of 2 (previous year: 2)
employees, including the Managing Director, at Aladdin Ltd.
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I.

Final examination

Warth & Klein Grant Thornton AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Berlin, were appointed
as auditors of the financial statements and consolidated financial statements for the 2019
financial year. Fees for the financial year were calculated at EUR 123,600 for audit services
and EUR 6,000 for other services.

J.

Proposal on the appropriation of profits at Aladdin SE

The net loss of Aladdin SE for the financial year 2019 of EUR 60,924,999 will be carried
forward to new account.

K.

Information on the declaration on the Corporate Governance Code

The declaration on the Corporate Governance Code required by section 161 of the German
Stock Corporation Act (AktG) was issued by the Managing Directors and the Administrative
Board. It is published on the Aladdin SE website and can be accessed via the link
https://aladdinid.com/de/investorrelations/.

L.

Events after the balance sheet date

In December 2019, the new corona virus, which causes the lung disease Covid 19, appeared
for the first time in Wuhan province in the People's Republic of China. In the weeks that
followed, the virus spread rapidly in China and, as a result, an increasing number of cases of
infection also occurred in Germany and England from March/April 2020 onwards. The
government in Germany reacted with increasingly drastic measures to restrict social contacts,
by closing all schools and day-care centres as well as all restaurants and retail outlets and a
general ban on contact. We were also severely affected by the temporary suspension of the
operating company in England, as the contact and travel restrictions severely restricted the
implementation of ongoing projects and the initiation of new ones. The outbreak of the corona
epidemic at the beginning of 2020 is considered to be a value-creating event.
Based on the authorisation contained in Article 4 of the Articles of Association dated 7 March
2018, the share capital was increased by EUR 8,238. The capital increase was entered in the
commercial register on 14 May 2020. By resolution of the Administrative Board on 6 April
2020, the Articles of Association were amended in Article 4 (Share capital, authorised capital)
(Authorised capital 2018/I). The Board of Directors is authorised by the Articles of Association
dated 7 March 2018 to increase the share capital. After partial utilisation, the authorised capital
still amounts to EUR 5,716,762. The authorisation expires on 13 March 2023 (authorised
capital 2018/I).
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On 26 November 2020 Mr. Alexander Badenoch passed away. His seat on the Board of
Directors of Aladdin SE will be filled by Mr Hamish Badenoch.

Berlin, December 14, 2020

Wade Menpes-Smith
Managing Director
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I.

Information about the Group

1.

Composition and structure of the company

Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE (Aladdin SE or the Company) is a holding company and the parent
company of the Group. Aladdin SE has its registered office address at Unter den Linden 10, 10117
Berlin, Germany
The sole subsidiary of the Company is Aladdin Healthcare Technologies Ltd (Aladdin Ltd). The
Company holds all shares in Aladdin Ltd. The operating business of the Group is conducted exclusively
by Aladdin Ltd. Aladdin Ltd.’s field of activity is providing technological solutions to the healthcare
industry. Aladdin Ltd. specialises in technologies such as blockchain, machine learning and artificial

intelligence.
Aladdin Ltd. was founded in November 2017 and was acquired by the Company in March 2018 by a
reverse asset acquisition. Aladdin Ltd. has its registered office address at 24-26 Baltic Street West,
Barbican, London, EC1Y 0UR, United Kingdom (“Aladdin Ltd.”).

2.

Business Model

Aladdin Ltd. was established in late 2017 after the signing of a License agreement with Shenzhen Guo
Yi Hui Hospital Management Co (Hospital Management Co) which had access to 4 million clinical
patients and 26.5 million hospital patients. Aladdin was engaged, as per the agreement, to develop a
patient and doctor application, supported by blockchain technologies with artificial intelligence driven
software to be added in the future. As per the license agreement the Hospital Management Co had
agreed to deliver a minimum number of users for the products developed by Aladdin. The Hospital
Management Co weas not able to meet any of the agreed user numbers outlined in the license
agreement. Therefore management decided not to pursue the terms of the license any further and to
stop the project.
Our updated business model is to become a healthcare technology group (Aladdin) that builds
proprietary products based on machine learning technologies for the healthcare industry. Aladdin
commits to research and development activities to develop products that can improve medical
screening, early diagnosis, speed up clinical trials and the drug discovery process for specific aged
related diseases such as Alzheimer’s Disease.
As a consequence, we have refocussed the software development efforts in month February 2019 into
the areas of Early Diagnosis and Drug Discover Tools as outlined in the chapter Strategic Objectives.
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3.

Strategic Objectives

Since February 2019 our objective is to become a healthcare technology company with a focus targeting
next generation breakthroughs in age-related disease and accelerating the discovery of novel
therapeutics and diagnostics that can advance the treatment of multiple age-related disease using
Artificial Intelligence.
Also we have set out to improve pre-disease detection, provide superior clinical diagnosis, enhance
new drug development innovation and give patients access to more affordable treatment by utilising
proprietary artificial intelligence and new autonomous technologies, which are outlined in the software
descriptions below.
The validation of these products to be developed by us will be performed by using the technologies in
trials in order to prove they can be successful and utilised within the industry. lf these trials are
successful we will seek industry validation through publication of the results in scientific journals and
publications.
Using machine learning and advanced predictive data analytics, and through multi modal analysis (the
combination of multiple sources of medical data) of “omics” data and medical image recognition, we, at
Aladdin, use artificial intelligence -assisted platforms to perform early diagnosis of some of the most
prevalent chronic diseases globally. Omics are novel, comprehensive approaches for the analysis of
complete genetic or molecular profiles of humans and other organisms. For example, in contrast to
genetics, which focuses on single genes, genomics focuses on all genes (genomes) and their interrelationships.
The expected key benefits of these technologies and tools are significant cost savings for government
healthcare and hospitals; speeding of medical insurance claims, more accurate disease prediction and
a much higher level of health data security as well the benefits gained from easier sharing and
management of health care records, empowering patients to manage and control their own data.
The group is currently focused on research and development which upon completion will open
business-to-business and business-to-consumer revenue stream opportunities. After having completed
the referring development and the respective acceptances, we expect to generate licensing fees from
artificial intelligence software or pay per diagnosis tools.

4.

Research and Development

The group's R&D focuses on proprietary products built on underlying technologies. These are nascent
technologies such as blockchain, machine learning and artificial intelligence. An outline of the current
research and development projects are:
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Artificial Intelligence Early Diagnosis
The software is an artificial intelligence powered data analysis platform for brain imaging. The software
shall process brain imaging data with the assistance of deep learning models. The novel application
will after successful completion of the development phase be able solve a number of issues regarding
Alzheimer’s Disease data analysis and computer aided diagnosis with multiple analytics solutions for
early detection and patient management. The intended features and attributes that the platform delivers,
subject to CFDA and CE Mark approval, will be the first step in a new generation of Alzheimer’s Disease
analytics tool that can increase early stage diagnosis accuracy and the workflow efficiency.
Furthermore we are working on a SAAS (software as a service) based online rapid analysis report
prototype, for early diagnosis for Alzheimer’s Disease, based on blood test results. Our software which
runs of blood tests is a diagnosis tool, which can provide instant diagnosis for health screening of
multiple age-related diseases. We have achieved 85% accuracy for diagnosing Alzheimer’s Disease
through our artificial intelligence model based on blood test results. These diagnostics are still in the
trial stages and will commence validation through our extensive hospital network. This is a catalyst for
our second phase, which potentially will make further significant gains and breakthroughs towards a
seamless blood test for Alzheimer’s Disease early diagnosis.
Health Risk Assessment Platform
The Health Assessment Platform for our partners in India, Our Health Mate (OHM) can assess the risk
of diabetes of patients in India once they have entered information regarding their health. The platform
was built using the 650,000 anonymised individual medical reports and 75,000 processed database
records, consisting of patients' blood tests such as lipid profile, liver function and complete blood count.
These reports also contain doctor assessments of the patient's record giving us a professionally labelled
dataset. This rich set of blood tests give Aladdin the ability to assess a variety of cardiovascular
diseases, as well diabetes and kidney related diseases which strongly correlated to a healthy heart.
With the close partnership with OHM, Aladdin can build on this dataset with a continued stream of
medical records creating an increasingly substantial and well-rounded health profile of patients. The
quantity and variety of patients and raw medical records give Aladdin a unique position in the Indian
health market with the potential of extending this to including everyday data such as wearables. This
product is still in the trial stage and is being tested on our partners platform.
Artificial Intelligence assisted Drug Discovery Platform
We are developing technological solutions to the pharmaceutical industry via our proprietary Artificial
Intelligence Drug Discovery platform that is intended to accelerate the drug development process,
covering the process of Virtual Screening, Hit to Lead and Lead Optimisation.
We expect to be able to rapidly identify multiple small molecule drug compounds with high potential for
multiple age-related disease, including Alzheimer’s Disease, Parkinson's Disease and SARS-CoV-2.
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The platform is in the stage of development and still requires testing using a real-world trial, in order to
be validated before commercialisation.
Research and Development Expenses
Expenditure of €457.3k on the Health Assessment Platform was made to Elemental Concept Ltd a
subcontractor and related party. A total of €90.6k was paid to Mind Rank Ltd, a related party, in order
to fund the development with the subcontractor Imperial Institute of Advanced Technology (IIAT for the
Early Diagnosis, Drug Discover and Knowledge Graph Platforms.

II.

Economic Report

1.

General Economic and Industry Conditions

The global artificial intelligence in healthcare market size was valued at USD 2.5 billion in 2018 and is
expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 41.5% from 2019 to 2025. There has
been an increase in the demand for lower healthcare costs, growing importance of big data in
healthcare, rising adoption of precision medicine due to increasing economic burden of ageing
populations. In addition, increasing applicability of AI-based tools in medical care and rise in venture
capital investments can be attributed to the surge in demand for this technology.
The healthcare industry is seen as a major growth technology area in the coming years. The number
of artificial intelligence start-ups in healthcare sector has significantly grown in past few years, and the
trend is expected to be the same in the coming years.
This points towards artificial intelligence in healthcare being seen as a major growth and disruptive
technology area in the coming years, putting Aladdin in good position to access investor funding.
However, there is significant competition in the market, due to the potential value and significant
investor interest.

2.

Business Performance

In 2019 Aladdin has experienced positive commercial developments.
In May 2019, Aladdin signed a partnership agreement with The Norwegian Centre On Healthy Ageing
(No-Age). No-Age and Aladdin have agreed to collaborate, innovate and transform the future of digital
healthcare, bringing positive health outcomes to people who have ageing-related chronic diseases,
such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), cardiovascular diseases, and diabetes. The parties intend to focus
on these three specific areas, which are planned to enable the development of superior artificial
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intelligence diagnosis toolkits for early disease detection, clinical trials and Research and Development
for key compounds, with a view to new drug and treatment discovery.
On May 2019, Aladdin appointed seven leading scientific and healthcare professionals to its Scientific
advisory board. This consists of global leaders from the areas of neurology, Alzheimer’s, mitophagy,
cardiology and drug discovery.
In June 2019, Aladdin completed the development of a Health Assessment Platform for our partners in
India, Our Health Mate (OHM) which is already described under “Research and Development”.
In July 2019 Aladdin entered into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Imperial Institute of
Advanced Technology (IIAT). IIAT has been established by a team of academicians and professors
from Imperial College London and Royal Brompton Hospital. It is a new research and development
institute engaging the international exchange and cooperation in science and technology, ChineseEuropean technology transfer, and research in medical imaging technology. It is also committed to
bringing human resources, technologies, projects in the field of healthcare from Europe to China and
promoting them in China. The MOU enables Aladdin to host and open its greater China office from a
leading science park in Hangzhou China home to multiple unicorn technology companies. The MOU
also acts as a prelude to a contractual partnership that will enable Aladdin to jointly develop artificial
intelligence healthcare applications, artificial intelligence software toolkits for drug discovery, fast track
Chinese Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) applications. This was then formalised into a software
development agreement later in July where, IIAT will provide AI software development and consultancy
services to Aladdin. IIAT will provide an elastic development and consulting team to achieve the
development needs upon Aladdin’s request.
A major impact on the business performance were the retrospective corrections of the financial
statements as at January 1, 2018 and the conclusion that development costs incurred in 2019 do not
fulfil the requirements of capitalization in 2019. Furthermore, loans had to be written off due to the
cessation of the project in China. For further details we refer to chapter 3. “Net Assets, Financial Position
and Result of operations”.
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3.

Net Assets, Financial Position and Result of operations

Net Assets and Financial Positions
On the balance sheet date, the Company’s non-current assets amounted to €123.6k (December 31,
2018: €1,686.5k) and mainly includes a €118.1k (December 31, 2018: €111.3) strategic investment by
the UK subsidiary in a health and lifestyle analytics company.
Other financial assets amounting to €1,569.4 as of December 31, 2018 referred to a convertible loan to
the Hong Kong Licensee which has been written off by €1,517.5 in 2019 after management made the
decision not to pursue the project any further and to cease expenditure on any future cooperation with
the Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital Management Co. The loan is not reasonably recoverable at the
balance sheet date based on the estimate of the management board; therefore an impairment charge
for the full outstanding amount has been applied through the profit and loss.
As the requirements for the capitalization of intangible assets have not been met, the company has also
made an adjustment to the 2018 figures for all of its intangible assets of €2,369.7k. This resulted in a
retrospective correction of the financial statements.
As outlined in 2018 the future cashflows that were expected to derive from these assets were
intrinsically tied to the successful launching and marketing by Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital
Management Co. The future cash flows were based on the user numbers supplied to Aladdin by the
Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital Management Co. After the development of the initial products for the
Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital Management Co, they failed to deliver their commitments in License
agreement, namely by ‘procuring the minimum numbers of patients/users for the products developed
by Aladdin’. With the outcome being they would not be able to meet any of our targets going forward.
Therefore, management made the decision not to pursue the project any further and to cease the
cooperation with the Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital Management Co.
Furthermore, the management was also unable to demonstrate that the projects developed since 2017
met the requirements of IAS 38 to be recognized as intangible assets. Instead, the expenses had to be
expensed as research and development costs in the income statement. Therefore, a retrospective error
correction was made to January 1, 2018
Current assets include other assets relating to Income tax a VAT refunds due to the UK subsidiary.
Accordingly, as of December 31, 2019, the net asset value amounted to €480.5 (December 31, 2018:
€1,919.1k).
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Shareholders’ equity as of December 31, 2019 amounts to -€1,765.8k (December 31, 2018: €1.463,0k)
and is divided into 11,450,000 shares (December 31, 2018: 11,450,000) which are no par and
attributable to the bearer. As of December 31, 2019, the retained earnings of the company amounted
to -€9,403.0k (December 31, 2018 -€6.413.1k). As outlined above, the company has made an
adjustment of -€2,492.7k to the retained earnings figures for 2018, as management incorrectly
capitalised software development to for the Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui Hospital Management Co as
intangibles when they should have been recognised as research and development expenditure in the
profit and loss.
Other capital reserves consist of -€3,623.4k (December 31, 2018: -€3,623.4k) of negative additional
paid in capital. The negative capital reserve is due to the effects of the reverse asset acquisition in
2018.
The group held non-current liabilities as of €934.3 at the balance sheet data of December 31, 2019
(December 31, 2018: €0.0k) which refer to the loan financing from existing shareholders. The loans are
generally due as at December 31, 2020 and June 30, 2021 respectively and bear interest of 8% per
year. The repayment of the loans are under the condition that the company has raised enough funds to
repay the loans.
Current liabilities including provisions for the Company as of the reporting date of December 31, 2019
amounted to €1,311.9k (December 31, 2018: €456.0k). The increase is due to the loan financing from
existing shareholders of €647.3k (including interest of 8%) and due to the increase of provisions in the
amount of €269.7k due for legal, accounting and audit costs, which were in last year’s report presented
in the trade payables.
Result of operations
Due to no further revenues being expected from the license agreement with the Shenzhen Guo Yi Hui
Hospital Management Co and the state of the projects in 2019, no revenues were generated in 2019
(2018: €174.5k).
Other income amounting to €223.7k (2018: €0) relates to income from currency translation.
Operating charges totalled €2,033.6k and have reduced significantly in 2019 compared to 2018 due to
a non-recurrence of the one-off listing expense amounting to €2,506.1k incurred as part of the reverse
merger in 2018. Operating charges consisted mainly of software development fees and of consulting,
legal and auditor fees. Our research and development costs in 2019 amount to €547.9 (2018:
€1,430.6k) and refer to the software development.
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Personnel expenses which includes employees of the UK subsidiary and the costs for the Managing
Director of the company, amounted to €183.1k (2018: €115.9k).
The consolidated loss of the year ended December 31, 2019 amounted to -€2,989.9k (2018: €5,391.4k).
The total comprehensive loss during the reporting period was -€3,228.8k (2018: -€5,344.5k).

Financial Position
The net cash used in operating activities was -€1,759.3k (2018: -€1,916.9k), the cash flow from
investment activities €146.1k (2018: €2,522.6) and the net cash provided by financing activities
€1,504.6k (2018: -€496.4k). The positive cash flow from financing activities results in 2019 from
shareholder loans, in 2018 from the takeover of cash with respect to the presentation of the reverse
asset acquisition.
In 2019 the Company relied on external funding from existing shareholders to remain a going concern.
This reliance will continue throughout 2020 in the form of loan funding from existing shareholders or an
equity round of fundraising.
Summary of the Business Year
Overall, the business year was strongly influenced by current year impairments and prior year readjustments. As a start-up that focuses in complex technologies, we do not expect a positive result until
we are able to generate revenues, which is anticipated at the earliest to be in late 2020.

4.

Net Assets, Financial Position and Results of Operations of Aladdin Healthcare
Technologies SE

Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE (Aladdin SE) was founded in 2014 and is since March 2018 the
German holding company of the Aladdin Group. The Key Financial Figures of the Aladdin SE are as
follows:
2019
EK€
NET LOSS
SHARES IN AFFILIATED COMPANIES
LOANS TO AFFILIATED COMPANIES AND OTHER LOANS
CURRENT ASSETS
EQUITY
LIABILITIES
BALANCE SHEET TOTAL
10

-60,925
0
0
1
-1,813
1,814
1,814

2018
k€
- 1,244
54,253
4,905
195
59,112
241
59,353

The shares in affiliated companies involve 100% of the shares of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies Ltd,
London. The shares and loans to the affiliated companies and other loans were written off in full in the
year under review as the earnings expectations of the operating company were not met. Main reason
for this was that the planned cooperation with Aladdin Ltd. and a Chinese Hospital Group could not
have been realized. We refer for further details to section II.3 of this report.
To finance the current loss, loans from shareholders and third parties amounting to €1,509k were
granted in 2019, which will be repaid in 2020 and 2021 (including interest) following a successful capital
increase.
The major shareholders have declared their willingness to finance the company, if necessary, by means
of additional short-term loans, until the capital increase is implemented, thus securing the company's
continued existence.

5.

Financial and Non-Financial Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

The financial KPIs of the group include Salaries and Development costs as a percentage of total costs.
The company is still at too early a stage to have revenue or gross profit margin as a KPI.- The
percentage spend on Salaries and Development as a percentage of total costs for 2019 was 36%
compared to 28% in 2018.
The other financial KPI relates to funds raised through loan or equity investments. This was €1,517,849
in 2019 compared with €112 in 2018.
Talent management is our core non-financial KPI, the AI market is highly competitive in terms of
resourcing talent. Therefore, we look at new employee retention for our non-financial KPI.

III.

Report on post-balance sheet events

In December 2019, the new corona virus, which causes the lung disease Covid 19, appeared for the
first time in the Wuhan province of the People's Republic of China. In the following weeks, the virus
spread rapidly in China and as a result, there was an increasing number of infections in Germany and
England from March / April 2020. The government in Germany responded with increasingly drastic
measures to limit social contacts in the closure of all schools and day care centres as well as all
restaurants and retail stores as well as a general prohibition of contact. We too were severely affected
by the temporary cessation of business operations in the UK operating company, because the
implementation of current projects and the initiation of new projects were severely restricted by the
contact and travel restrictions.
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Based on the authorization contained in Section 4 of the Articles of Association of March 7, 2018, the
share capital was increased by EUR 8,238. The capital increase was entered in the commercial register
on May 14, 2020.
By resolution of the Board of Directors on April 6, 2020, the Articles of Association were changed in
Section 4 (share capital, authorized capital 2018). The Board of Directors is authorized to increase the
share capital by statute from March 7 (authorized in 2018),. After partial utilization the authorized capital
amounts to EUR 5,716,762. The authorization ends on March 13, 2023 (Authorized Capital 2018).
On November 26, Mr. Alexander Badenoch passed away. His seat on the Administrative Board of
Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE was taken over by Mr. Hamish Badenoch on November 12, 2020,
at the request of the Chairman of the Administrative Board pursuant to Section 30 SEAG.

IV.

Report on Futures Perspectives and on Opportunities and Risks

1.

Forecast Report

Financial Outlook
In 2020 The COVID-19 pandemic spread with alarming speed, infecting millions and bringing economic
activity to a near-standstill as countries imposed tight restrictions on movement to halt the spread of the
virus. The June 2020 Global Economic Prospects describes both the immediate and near-term outlook
for the impact of the pandemic and the long-term damage it has dealt to prospects for growth. The
baseline forecast envisions a 5.2 percent contraction in global GDP in 2020, using market exchange
rate weights the deepest global recession in decades, despite the extraordinary efforts of governments
to counter the downturn with fiscal and monetary policy support. (Source World Bank
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects)
We have signed a mandate with the US based corporate finance firm Mid Atlantic Capital to perform a
fundraise of up to $5 million upon successful listing of the Aladdin shares on the OTC QX by way of a
convertible debenture. This is expected to be completed by Q4 2020. If the amount raised is reduced
to $3 million the lenders will extend the terms of their shareholder loans so that it can run as planned.
Should there be further delays in raising capital, in addition to a corresponding extension of the
shareholder loans due in the short term, shareholders of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE will grant
additional loans in the short term to bridge the gap and business activities will continue at a reduced
level.
Management has prepared the annual financial statements under the assumption that Aladdin SE and
its subsidiary Aladdin Ltd are going concerns. As an early-stage technology company, the company is
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dependent on external financing available at short notice or on shareholders providing the financial
resources required in the short term as further loans at short notice in order to maintain the continuation
of the company's operations.
However, there is an inherent risk that this may be unsuccessful. In which case the going concern
assumption would be challenged. As they are intrinsically combined with this, the underlying numbers
within the financial statements would also be impacted. The extent to which would only be clear if the
above situation unfolded.
Management also constantly monitors its liquidity situation as part of the Risk Management System,
outlined within this report.
Management believes that the company Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE and its subsidiary has
sufficient resources, combined with reasonable plans to raise further resources, to run as a going
concern for the next 24-month period.
Business Outlook
In May 2020 we have made an application to the Call of Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) supported
by the European Commission. The grant is in the acceptance phase and the company is yet to receive
binding confirmation.
The grant called Dragon refers to a 3-year research project developed within an international
consortium made up of 21 high-tech SMEs (small and middle-sized entities), academic research
institutes, biotech and pharma companies from Belgium, China, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland and
the UK, such as the University of Cambridge, the Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University and the Sun
Yat-Sen University, China, a major Chinese public research university located in Guangzhou. The
project is led by Oncoradiomics, a global MedTech provider of high-quality care for cancer patients in
Belgium. The total grant amounts to around €11.4 million. Aladdin takes part in the consortium with a
grant share of 12.3%, corresponding to approximately €1.4 million.
Looking forward to 2020 the company is now focusing on developing prototype artificial intelligence
solutions which fall into 3 asset categories:
o

Artificial Intelligence/ (AI) assisted Drug Discovery (AIDD)

o

Biomedical Knowledge Graph (PharmaKG)

o

Disease Diagnosis and Risk Assessment Platform

We also look to co-publish several scientific papers, in the specialty areas that we have been focussing
on to act as validation of our products.
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In May 2020, our AIDD platform was used by Associate Professor Evandro F. Fang from the University
of Oslo and other experts, to rapidly identify novel drug compounds with high potential to become
mitophagy inducers for age-related diseases, especially Alzheimer’s Disease and Parkinson´s Disease.
The newly discovered compounds have been already submitted to several experiments that confirmed
their pharmacological activity at the cell level. The recommendation success rate of Aladdin´s AI-driven
virtual screening system has been proven at 44% in this case, which is 40 times higher than other
traditional screening methods for molecule compounds.
In September 2020, we released our biomedical knowledge graph ‘PharmaKG’ as SAAS (Software As
A Service). PharmaKG can be used by Aladdin and its partners to process biomedical knowledge and
reasoning, to accelerate the discovery of artificial intelligence (AI) drugs. The PharmaKG allows to
uncover key findings, mechanisms of action and potential drug candidates by revealing essential
relationships between diseases, genes, chemical compounds or drugs. The Pharma Knowledge Graph
offers key functions such as the identification of target molecules, the discovery of pathological
causalities, the analysis of mechanisms and the repurposing of drugs to new fields of application.
We have co-published six publications in medical and scientific journals in 2020, within the areas of
Alzheimer’s or COVID-19.
Conclusion on the future perspectives
We had planned for the following achievements in 2019, (a) stage of development and successful test
of a AI Diagnosis Platform with a Chinese Partner. (b) Stage of development and successful test of a
toolkit for clinical studies in Europe/USA. (c) Going to the market in India. (d) 5-10 million anonymous
patient data (electronical medical records, EMRs) on the platform worldwide.
In 2019 we were still at the development stage for our core platforms: AI Diagnosis, AI Drug Discovery
and Biomedical Knowledge Graph. Due to limitation in resources, we were then behind on our planned
development schedule. We had successfully developed the Health Assessment Platform for
OurHealthMate India, showing entry into the Indian market, however the platform is yet to be
commercialised.
Our focus for 2020 is to finalise the development of the core platforms labelled above, then to run real
world trials using the technologies. If successful we will aim to achieve industry wide validation through
the publication of our results in Scientific and Medical Journals. This validation is expected to be the
inflection point for Aladdin after which we can look to potentially raise further funding and explore
partnerships with Pharmaceutical companies. We expect to have validation by the end of Q3 2021
therefore expect revenues by the end of Q4 2021.
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In 2020, we do not expect any revenues from our projects. The EBIT in 2020 will be negative, but the
loss significantly smaller compared to 2019, which was influenced by non-recurring results, the
operating and investing activities will be financed by the planned capital increase and with further bridge
loans of the shareholders.
2.

Risk Management System and Internal Controls

The core objectives of financial management are to maximise the company’s profitability and liquidity
situation. The company does not hedge its foreign currency positions and has no use of financial
derivative instruments.
Efficient risk management is intended to systematically identify risks early on in order to take counter
measures in a timely manner and to manage any risks. Pursuant to Section 91 (2) of the German Stock
Corporation Act (AktG), the Executive Board of the company has set up a monitoring system within the
company so that risks jeopardizing the continued existence of the company can be identified at an early
stage.
Risk management is an integral component of Aladdin’s value-driven and growth-oriented
management. Risk management at Aladdin, therefore, tracks, analyses and monitors the potential risks
of all major business transactions and processes. The risk strategy always requires an assessment of
the risks of an investment and the associated opportunities. The company’s management assesses the
individual risks on the basis of their probability of occurrence and potential losses.
As a first step, the Management Board defines risk areas in which a threat to the continued existence
of the company is possible. The company has also implemented a monitoring system in accordance
with Section 91 (2) of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG), which extends throughout the
company. This includes all departments, levels and processes. The purpose of this company-wide
extension of the risk management system is to identify in particular risks that pose a particular threat in
combination with other risks. These risk areas are continuously checked for up-to-datedness.
Due to the small size of both companies Aladdin SE has a board of 3 members with no employees.
Aladdin Ltd has 3 full time employees and 2 consultants. The risk identification, communication,
allocation of responsibilities and tasks and then documentation is a streamlined process. The risks are
discussed by the Board and Employees at a semi-annual risk management meeting. The risks are then
analysed by examining them in terms of probability of occurrence and extent of damage, then given an
overall risk score. Attention is also given to the fact that risks should be aggregated, since they only
accumulate together with other risks to form risks that threaten the continued existence of the company.
Risk aggregation must therefore be used to examine whether combination effects of individual risks can
result in developments jeopardizing the continued existence of the company. The risks are logged,
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maintained and update within a risk register, which is based on a generally accepted framework for
ISO3100 risk management.

3.

Opportunities and Risk Report

Risks related to the operational business
Individual risks and opportunities have been rated and grouped, in accordance with the internally
specified categories. The risks on Group level indirectly effect the financial statements of Aladdin SE
as the entity is dependent on the economic success of its subsidiary and the potential future ability to
receive dividends from it. As Aladdin Ltd is the operational entity its success is required for investors to
provide funding to Aladdin SE.
Financial Risk
Aladdin is in an early phase of its development, which entails a high risk of insolvency and thus investors
will lose all of their investment in the Company.
Aladdin is an early-stage software company developing technology for the healthcare industry. By using
technologies such as blockchain, machine learning and advanced predictive analytics, Aladdin strives
to transform the way that health data is securely stored and managed. The Company, acting primarily
as a holding company, has only started its operational business by the acquisition of all shares in its
subsidiary Aladdin Ltd. in March 2018. Aladdin Ltd. itself was only founded recently in November 2017
and its business is at an early stage and has only generate premature revenues. The implementation
of Aladdin’s business model which is intended to take place in several stages will require a substantial
amount of additional financing. The company’s continued existence depends on its ability to raise
substantial additional equity financing from investors or shareholders. There is an inherent risk that this
may be unsuccessful. In which case the going concern assumption would be challenged. Management
constantly monitors its liquidity situation as part of the Risk Management System, outlined within this
report.
Adoption Risk
Dependence on adoption: The success of Aladdin’s business model depends on the number of
healthcare participants that join its envisaged blockchain based healthcare ecosystem. If Aladdin is
unable to generate a critical mass of medical records from patients for its intended big data platform,
the introduction of future services based on the analysis of health data may not be as valuable.
Opportunities and risk surrounding suitability of technology: The blockchain technology is still relatively
new and is not currently being used in Aladdin's intended environment. There are uncertainties as to
whether the blockchain technology is suitable for meeting the requirements of the business model and
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the participants involved, such as patients, doctors, hospitals, pharmaceutical companies and insurance
companies.
Competition Risk
Risk of competition: Aladdin may face intense competition and may fail if its competitors provide
superior offerings or if Aladdin does not adapt to changing market environments. Due to the significant
future and potential value of the marketplace, we are facing competition from both large and small
companies. In Europe these are, Exscientia (UK), Healx (UK), Benevolent AI (UK), Innoplexus
(Germany). These companies are more mature than Aladdin and have received tens of millions in
investment. Therefore, there is a risk that due to our comparative lack of resource we may be
outcompeted in our development pipeline.
Geographic opportunities: A significant amount of our data will come from emerging market economies,
which are clearly 21st century growth drivers economically.
Overdependence Risk
Risks surrounding dependence on key employees: The loss of one or more key employees would harm
Aladdin’s business. However, we have maintained all of our employees and consultants during 2019.
Risks surrounding dependence on key suppliers: Aladdin is dependent on the software development
company, Elemental Concept 2016 Limited (Elemental Ltd), that it has partnered with on its software
development activities.
Information Security and Data Protection Risk
Information security risk: If Aladdin’s security measures are breached or unauthorised access to
customer data is otherwise obtained Aladdin may incur liabilities
Legal environment risk: Aladdin’s business is subject to the general legal environment in the People’s
Republic of China and India, and in addition, in those countries Aladdin intends to expand its business
to in the future, including the member states of the European Union and the United Kingdom. Regulatory
changes in these countries might restrict Aladdin’s business.
Data protection risk: Data protection breaches and violations could harm Aladdin’s reputation, could
constitute regulatory or criminal offenses, and could give rise to claims for compensatory damages as
well as fines against Aladdin.
Internal control system and risk management system related to the accounting process
Internal controls risk: If Aladdin fails to maintain adequate internal controls, it may not be able to
effectively manage its business and may experience errors or information lapses affecting its business.
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Aladdin’s success depends on its ability to effectively utilise its standardised management system,
information systems, resources and internal controls. As Aladdin continues to expand, it will need to
modify and improve its financial and managerial controls, reporting systems and procedures and other
internal controls and compliance procedures to meet evolving business needs. Aladdin intends to
expand these in consistence with its intended business expansion. Aladdin also seeks to satisfy the
requirements for being ISO27001 certified. If Aladdin is unable to improve its internal controls, systems
and procedures, they may become ineffective and adversely affect Aladdin’s ability to manage its
business and cause errors or in-formation lapses that affect its business. Aladdin’s efforts in improving
its internal control system may not result in eliminating all risks.
COVID-19 Risk: The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the global economy. There
is a potential impact in every area of the business. The company had to pull out of its planned fund
raise in March 2020 due to market conditions and future uncertainties related to COVID-19 which will
continue to impact the financial markets thereby adversely impacting the company’s ability to raise
external funding. The entire process of the preparation of the financial statements for the financial year
2019 has also been impacted and delayed by the work restrictions enforced by the COVID-19
pandemic. The lockdowns which have been imposed across the globe will potentially slow down the
development process and impact the ability to cement commercial agreements as global expenditure
declines.
Overall Assessment on risks
The overall assessment is that Aladdin operates in a high-risk environment. We are an early-stage
company that is pre-revenue. Therefore, we are subject to multiple liquidity and economic risks
including the risk of not being able to continue as a going concern, if we fail to raise the necessary
funds. Due to the fact that the company is still in the development stage we also experience substantial
risk from a product and commercial aspect.
Opportunities Related to the Business
However there also lies a significant opportunity as one of the first participants within this market. The
global AI in drug discovery market is projected to reach USD 1,434 million by 2024 from USD 259
million in 2019, at a CAGR of 40.8% during the forecast period (2019–2024). So, it is still a relatively
young market with its major growth period expected imminently.
This is evidenced in the fact that Aladdin has already signed significant partnerships within the industry,
through its partnership with IIAT in China, the healthcare marketplace partner within India and
agreement with No-Age in Scandinavia.
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Aladdin and NO-Age are aiming to use the extensive healthcare data available to NO-Age and develop
an array of machine learning and artificial intelligence toolkits to assist and accelerate research and
study on age-related chronic diseases. The current discussion about the first stage cooperation
between Aladdin and NO-Age is anchored in NO-Age primary teams located at the University of Oslo
(Norway), with the involvement of leading anti-ageing researchers from The University of Oxford (UK),
The National Institute on Ageing (USA), Stanford University (USA), and Sun Yatsen University (China).
Aladdin also plans to have further cooperation with other research parties in NO-Age.
Opportunities surrounding the technology: Aladdin sees an opportunity to transform the way healthcare
data and transactions are managed for both patients and healthcare providers. Creating enhanced
security/privacy for sharing of data and considerably less friction for conducting transactions. This
results in significant time and financial savings for both government and healthcare providers.
Opportunities surrounding data: Aladdin envisages health organisations would also put a high premium
on Aladdin’s data and insights, due to the potential savings in significant healthcare costs currently
experienced in the realm of diabetes care and management.
Opportunities COVID-19: As a healthcare technology company with a specialty in the diagnosis
process, we are well positioned to benefit from the attention given to the COVID-19 pandemic. In May
2020 the company was selected for a grant in the Call of Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) supported
by the European Commission, for the development of new COVID-19 diagnostic system. The research
project has been developed together with 20 renowned international partners. The Innovative Medicines
Initiative (IMI), a European public-private partnership that funds health research and innovation,
launched a fast-track call for research proposals to develop efficient new diagnostic tools and
treatments for the coronavirus in short-time. Aladdin, with its co-developed project Dragon for
coronavirus diagnostics, won among 144 high-quality proposals that reached the IMI in response to the
call. Only eight projects made it to the finals. Among them, five projects focus on the coronavirus
diagnostics. Three of them, on treatments.

Overall Assessment on opportunities
If the company can take advantage of its unique position in the market via the opportunities outline
above, we believe it can achieve significant financial growth over the coming years.
Despite the significant risks facing the company, which are assessed above, we have several
opportunities for success. The AI Drug Discovery, Early Diagnosis and Knowledge Graph markets are
attractive to investors and is likely to have its growth driven by Big Pharma focussing on it for future
innovation.
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Therefore, if we can finish development and achieve validation of our technologies any potential
Pharmaceutical partnership could be highly valuable to the Company. This will help to raise the funds
necessary to invest in the development we are aiming to develop.
Overall Assertion
Overall, the Managing Director considers the performance in the 2019 and the Group’s economic
situation to be in line with a company in the transitional period of its business model. The general
economic data specific to the industry, the development position of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies
SE and onboarding of new partners all met expectation, allowing optimism and confidence for the
remainder of the 2020 financial year. The opportunities for the company are that it is in a high growth
industry meaning that there are significant potential future returns, this means that the high level of risk
faced by the company can be matched by the high level of potential returns.
However, in 2020, we do not expect any revenues from our projects. The EBIT in 2020 will be negative,
but the loss significantly smaller compared to 2019, which was influenced by non-recurring results.
The operating and investing activities will be financed by the planned capital increase and with further
bridge loans of the shareholders. The management is confident, that the necessary funds can be raised
and accordingly the continuation of the business activities of Aladdin is secured.

4.

Internal control system and risk management system relevant for the consolidated
financial reporting process

The Management of Aladdin SE and Aladdin Ltd. are responsible for the implementation of the
accounting regulations at individual and consolidated financial statement level. The management has
delegated the preparation of the financial statements to experienced service providers. The service
providers serve as contact persons for accounting issues and more complex accounting questions. The
coordination and control of the results of the service providers is carried out by the management, which
in this way ensures that the annual and consolidated financial statements and the combined
management report conform to standards, controls the efficiency of the preparation process of the
financial statements and reduces the risks of incorrect accounting and reporting.
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IV.

Corporate Governance Report

1.

Corporate Governance Code

Declaration of compliance by the board of directors of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE in
accordance with article 9(1) c) ii) of the SE regulation in conjunction with section 161 AktG on the
German corporate governance code
The Board of Directors of a European company (SE) listed in Germany is legally required in accordance
with section 22(6) SEAG in conjunction with section 161 AktG to declare once per year whether the
officially published recommendations of the Government Commission for the German Corporate
Governance Code (GCGC) applicable at the time of the declaration have been and are complied with.
Companies are also required to declare which recommendations of the Code have not been or are not
applied and why. The full text of the corporate governance statement pursuant to Sections 289f, 315d
of the German Commercial Code (HGB), which includes the declaration of conformity by the Board of
Directors of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE, has been made permanently available on the
Company's website at www.aladdinid.com.

2.

Remuneration Report

The remuneration report contains information on the remuneration paid to the executive board and nonexecutive/supervisory Board. It was prepared in accordance with the recommendations of the German
Corporate Governance Code and the applicable provisions of German commercial law.
In the period under review, none of the members of the supervisory board received any form of
remuneration in 2019 and 2018 from Aladdin SE. The shareholders meeting generally decides about
the basis of remuneration of the supervisory board. No decision was made so far. According to the
statutes of the company the member of the supervisory board get a refund of their expenses. The
Executive Director of Aladdin SE does not receive a remuneration. Under his consultancy agreement
between Aladdin Ltd. the Executive Director of Aladdin SE received €99.8k in the financial year 2019
(previous year: €169.5k), of which €62.8k (previous year: €102.6k) was paid to the Executive Director
in the financial year 2019. In addition, €90.7k (2018: €0) was paid indirectly to related companies of the
Executive director for research and development activities and in 2018 €920.5k due to the transfer and
assignment of intellectual property rights to Aladdin Ltd
No post-employment or termination benefits, share-based payments or other long-term benefits were
agreed, and no payments were made in 2019 or 2018.
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As of the year ended 31 December 2019, there were no incentive schemes put in place for employees
or for board members.

3.

Takeover-Relevant Information

Item 1: Composition of subscribed capital
At the balance sheet date, the subscribed capital amounted to EUR 11,450,000.00, divided into
11,450,000 no-par bearer shares. There are no different classes of shares; these are all ordinary
shares. Each of these shares grants one vote.
Item 2: Restrictions on voting rights or the transfer of shares
There are no restrictions on voting rights or the transfer of shares.
Item 3: Direct or indirect holdings in the capital exceeding 10% of the voting rights.
The Managing Director and Board member Wade Menpes-Smith holds around 36.4% of the voting
rights of the company on the balance sheet date, directly and indirectly via corporations attributable to
him around 5%, therefore together around 41.4% of the voting rights of the company.
The members of the Badenoch family each hold less than 10% of the voting rights, but together directly
and indirectly hold around 36% of the voting rights at the balance sheet date.
Note 4: Holders of shares with special rights conferring powers of control
There are no shares with special rights conferring powers of control.
Item 5: Control of voting rights of employee shareholdings
No voting controls are provided for in the case of employee participation in capital.
Item 6: Legal provisions and provisions of the Articles of Association on the appointment and dismissal
of members of the Board of Directors and on amendments to the Articles of Association
Members of the Administrative Board are appointed and dismissed in accordance with §§ 28f. SEAG,
Art. 43 SE-VO (Council Regulation (EC) No. 2157/2001 of 8 October 2001 on the Statute for a European
company (SE)). § Article 7 of the articles of association regulates the appointment and dismissal of
members of the administrative board as follows:
(1) The Administrative Board shall consist of three members elected by the General Meeting.
(2) Unless otherwise decided by the general meeting, the members of the administrative board shall be
elected for a period ending at the close of the general meeting which decides on the discharge for the
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fourth financial year following the beginning of the term of office. The year in which the term of office
begins shall not be counted.
(3) At the same time as the ordinary members of the Board of Directors, substitute members may be
elected for one or more members of the Board of Directors. The substitute member shall join the Board
of Directors if the member of the Board of Directors of which he is appointed as substitute member
resigns from the Board of Directors before the expiry of his term of office. If no replacement is elected
at the next general meeting, the term of office is extended until the end of the term of office of the
member of the Board of Directors who has resigned before the end of the term. By-elections are held
for the remainder of the term of office of the retiring member.
(4) Members of the Board of Directors who have been elected by the Annual General Meeting without
being bound by an election proposal may be removed by it before the end of their term of office. The
resolution requires a simple majority.
(5) Any member of the Board of Directors and any substitute member may resign from office at any
time, even without good cause, by submitting a written declaration to the Chairman of the Board of
Directors".
Executive directors are appointed and dismissed in accordance with section 40 of the SEAG. § Section
11 (1) and (2) of the statutes regulates the appointment and dismissal of executive directors as follows:
(1) The company has one or more executive directors. Members of the administrative board may be
appointed as executive directors provided that the majority of the administrative board continues to
consist of non-executive directors.
(2)Executive Directors may be removed at any time by decision of the Administrative Board. An
Executive Director who is also a member of the Administrative Board may only be dismissed for good
cause.
Amendments to the Articles of Association shall be made in accordance with Article 59 SE Regulation,
section 179 AktG. In addition, Article 14 (2) sentence 2 of the Articles of Association states: "Unless
mandatory statutory provisions require otherwise, amendments to the Articles of Association require a
majority of two-thirds of the votes cast or, if at least half of the share capital is represented, a simple
majority of the votes cast.
Item 7: Powers of the Board of Directors, particularly with regard to the possibility of issuing or buying
back shares
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In accordance with Article 4 (4) of the Articles of Association, the Administrative Board is authorised as
follows:

The Board of Directors is authorised to increase the share capital of the Company on one or more
occasions by up to a total of EUR 5,725,000.00 for cash and/or contributions in kind by issuing new nopar-value bearer shares (Authorised Capital 2018/I) for a period of five years from the date of entry of
this authorised capital in the Commercial Register.
The Board of Directors is authorised to exclude the statutory subscription rights of shareholders in the
following cases:
a) to exclude fractional amounts from the subscription right of shareholders.
b) if the issue price of the new shares is not insignificantly lower than the stock market price and the
shares issued with the exclusion of subscription rights do not exceed a total of 10% of the share capital,
either at the time this authorisation becomes effective or at the time it is exercised. Shares that were or
are to be issued to service option or convertible bonds are to be counted towards this figure, provided
that the bonds were issued in corresponding application of § 186 (3) sentence 4 AktG with the exclusion
of subscription rights.
c) if the capital increase is made against contributions in kind for the purpose of acquiring companies
or equity interests in companies.
d) to the extent necessary to grant the holders of warrants, convertible bonds and convertible profitsharing rights issued by the company and its subsidiaries a subscription right to new shares to the
extent to which they would be entitled after exercising their option or conversion rights
e) for the purpose of listing the company's shares on a foreign stock exchange and, in this context, also
to service an over-allotment option granted to the issuing banks.
The new shares are entitled to participate in profits from the beginning of the fiscal year in which they
are issued.
The Board of Directors is also authorised to determine the further details of the implementation of capital
increases from the Authorised Capital 2018/I as well as the conditions of the share issue, in particular
the issue price. The issue price of the shares must be at least EUR 1.00.
The Board of Directors is authorised to amend the wording of the Articles of Association accordingly
after the full or partial implementation of the increase in share capital from Authorised Capital 2018/I or
after the expiry of the deadline for the utilisation of Authorised Capital.
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Item 8: Significant agreements of the parent company, which are subject to a change of control following
a takeover bid
Such agreements do not exist.
Item 9: Indemnification agreements entered into with the members of the Board of Directors or
employees in the event of a takeover bid
No such arrangements currently exist.

Berlin, December 14, 2020

Wade Menpes-Smith
Managing Director
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Disclaimer of Opinion of the Independent Auditor
To the Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE, Berlin

Report on the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements and of the
Group Management Report
Declaration of Disclaimer of Opinion
We have been engaged to audit the consolidated financial statements of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE, Berlin, and its subsidiaries (the Group), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 December 2019, the consolidated income statement, the consolidated statement
of comprehensive income, the consolidated statement of changes in equity and the consolidated
statement of cash flows for the financial year from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2019, and the
notes to the consolidated financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In addition, we have been engaged to audit the group management report, which has been combined
with the management report, of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE, Berlin, for the financial year
from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2019. In accordance with the German legal requirements we
have not audited the content of the Statement on Corporate Governance pursuant to section 315d
HGB [Handelsgesetzbuch: German Commercial Code] which is referred to in section IV.1 of the group
management report.
We do not express audit opinions on the attached consolidated financial statements and the attached
group management report. Due to the importance of the circumstances outlined in chapter “Basis for
Disclaimer of Opinion” we were not able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence as basis of audit opinions for the consolidated financial statements and the group management report and therefore
issue a disclaimer of opinion.

Basis for Disclaimer of Opinion
The Group is in a tight liquidity situation. The legal representatives of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies
SE have prepared the consolidated financial statements under the assumption of being going concern.
They refer to the fact that the short term financial funds needed for going concern can either completely be raised on the capital market on short term, or, if the financial funds can only be raised partially on the capital market, shareholders of Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE prolong their short
term loans accordingly or in case of further delays of the fundraise, shareholders grant further additional short term loans besides a prolongation of the short term loans falling due. However, we were
not able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence that the short term financial funds required for
maintaining solvency and accordingly going concern can be raised on the capital market on short
term, short term loans will be prolonged by the shareholders or the short term required financial funds
will be provided by the shareholders on short term as additional loans. Accordingly, we were not able
to conclude on the appropriateness of the accounting principle of going concern applied by the legal
representatives.
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This circumstance has also a comprehensive importance on the assessment of the presentation of the
results of operations and the economic situation of the Group outlined in the group management report as well as the presentation of the expected development of the Group including its significant opportunities and risks.
Based on the knowledge gained during our audit, the documents presented to us and the information
rendered we identified the following circumstance, which if we would be able to issue an audit opinion
for the consolidated financial statements would have led to a qualification of our audit opinion for the
consolidated financial statements:
Contrary to paragraph 161 AktG [Aktiengesetz: German Stock Corporation Act] a renewed Statement
on Corporate Governance of the board of directors concerning the recommendation of the German
Corporate Governance Codex after the expiration of the previous Statement on Corporate Governance date 29 March 2019 was not published in time. The note referring to paragraph 315 section 1 No
8 HGB included in the consolidated notes is inappropriate, because the Statement on Corporate Governance referred to is not the Statement on Corporate Governance being renewed after a period of 12
months and, accordingly, does not fulfil the formal requirements of paragraph 161 AktG.

Responsibilities of the Managing Directors and the Board of Directors for the Consolidated Financial Statements and the Group Management Report
The managing directors are responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements
that comply, in all material respects, with IFRSs as adopted by the EU and the additional requirements
of German commercial law pursuant to section 315e paragraph 1 HGB and that the consolidated financial statements, in compliance with these requirements, give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position, and financial performance of the Group. In addition the managing directors
are responsible for such internal controls as they have determined necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatements, whether due to
fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the managing directors are responsible for assessing the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. They also have the responsibility for disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern. In addition, they are responsible for financial
reporting based on the going concern basis of accounting unless there is an intention to liquidate the
Group or to cease operations, or there is no realistic alternative but to do so.
Furthermore, the managing directors are responsible for the preparation of the group management report that, as a whole, provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position and is, in all material respects, consistent with the consolidated financial statements, complies with German legal requirements, and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of future development. In addition, the
managing directors are responsible for such arrangements and measures (systems) as they have considered necessary to enable the preparation of a group management report that is in accordance with
the applicable German legal requirements, and to be able to provide sufficient appropriate evidence
for the assertions in the group management report.
The board of directors is responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process for the
preparation of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report.
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements and
of the Group Management Report
It is our responsibility to perform an audit of the consolidated financial statements and the group management report in accordance with paragraph 317 HGB and the EU Audit Regulation (Nr. 537/2014; in
the following “EU-APrVO“) and in compliance with German Generally Accepted Standards for Financial Statement Audits promulgated by the Institute of Auditors [(IDW) Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer].
Furthermore, it is our responsibility to issue an opinion. Due to the circumstances outlined in chapter
“Basis for Disclaimer of Opinion” we were not able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence as
basis for audit opinions for the consolidated financial statements and the group management.
In accordance with European, German commercial and professional regulations we are independent
of the Group entities and have fulfilled the other German professional duties in accordance with these
requirements. Furthermore, we declare according to article 10 section 2 letter f) EU-APrVO, that we
did not perform prohibited non-audit services according to article 5 section 5 EU-APrVO.

Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
Other Information pursuant to Article 10 of the EU Audit Regulation
We were appointed as group auditor by the Amtsgericht Charlottenburg on 18 February 2020. We
were engaged by the board of directors on 19 March 2020. In the business year 2019, we have been
the group auditor of the Aladdin Healthcare Technologies SE, Berlin, for the first time.
We declare that the disclaimer of opinion expressed in this auditor’s report is consistent with the additional report to the board of directors pursuant to Article 11 of the EU Audit Regulation [Prüfungsbericht; long-form audit report].

German Public Auditor Responsible for the Engagement
The German Public Auditor responsible for the engagement is Cornelia von Oertzen.

Hamburg, 14 December 2020

Warth & Klein Grant Thornton AG
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Clemens

von Oertzen

Wirtschaftsprüfer
[German Public Auditor]

Wirtschaftsprüfer
[German Public Auditor]
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Attestation by the Legal Representatives
I hereby affirm that, to the best of my knowledge and according to the applicable accounting standards,
the consolidated financial statements convey a true picture of the net assets, financial position, and
results of operations of the Group and that the combined management report presents the course of
business, including the Group’s business income and situation, in a way that presents a true and fair
view while describing the material opportunities for and risk to the Group’s expected development.
Berlin, December, 14 2020

Wade-Menpes-Smith
Managing Director

